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1 Introduction

The technological advancement of Si-based electronics has been enabled by the

continuous downscaling process of the integrated circuits. In 2021 IBM has pro-

posed a technology based on components with the astonishing size of 2 nm, which

would result in the implementation of approximately 50 billion transistors in less

than 1 cm2 [1]. However, such aggressive miniaturization process has brought the

industry to face problems associated to the implementation of the next technol-

ogy nodes. These ”future” components are indeed limited by energy dissipation

in the dormant state (ON/OFF leakage currents) and the emergence of quantum-

mechanical effects [2]. These phenomena become increasingly important as we

approach sizes close to the atomic scale and open the discussion about the possi-

bility to realize smaller devices. We are nowadays at the point where the Moore’s

law may very soon reach a halt.

A call for disruptive technologies based on alternatives to electron charge has

therefore emerged. Within this framework, spintronics has arisen as a blossom-

ing field that brings promising potential in the information and communication

technology [3–5]. Spintronics aims at utilizing the spin degree of freedom for

electronic applications and therefore relies on the the generation, manipulation,

and detection of a spin current [6, 7]. To do so a new generation of devices, which

includes spin-FETs [8], spin-lasers [9] and spin-LEDs [10], is required in order

to adapt to this paradigm shift. At variance of charge transport, spin currents can

be obtained also without a net mass flow. This feature is of key importance to

overcome the heat dissipation problem, which arises from leakage currents and

can damage the device functionality.

Spintronics bases its functioning on the spin-orbit coupling (SOC), a relativis-

tic coupling of the spin degree of freedom to the momentum of carriers. The

SOC lifts the spin degeneracy of the band structure without requiring external

fields. The removal of this degeneracy is described in low dimensional semicon-

ductor heterostructures, such as quantum wells (QWs), by two Hamiltonian terms,
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namely Rashba and Dresselhaus contributions, whose origin is found in the struc-

ture and bulk inversion asymmetry (SIA and BIA, respectively) [11–17]. The

zero-field spin splitting permits for example the control of the spin polarization

via a gate voltage [16–19], making the Rashba effect a perfect tuning knob to be

engineered for spintronics applications. This is immediately clear in the prototyp-

ical spintronics device proposed by Datta and Das: the spin-FET [8]. Here, after

the injection of the spin into a two-dimensional electron spin (2DEG) channel via

a ferromagnetic electrode, the spin in manipulated by an electric field applied to

the gate. In this framework, the Rashba field would be the perfect candidate to be

exploited in the gate functioning.

Group IV materials are a promising platform to study the Rashba interaction

as the centrosymmetric lattice gives a negligible BIA, thus removing the Dressel-

haus term. This ultimately results in the suppression of spin relaxation mecha-

nisms, known as Dyakonov-Perel, and a lengthening of the spin lifetime and spin

diffusion length [20].

Among group IV semiconductors, Si and Ge as well as their alloys are low-

cost materials compatible with nowadays microelectronics. They have proven

over the years to be viable solid-state platforms for spin-based information [21–

23]. Their long spin lifetime [21, 24, 25] and diffusion length [26, 27] as well

as the long spin decoherence time [28] make them suitable candidates for future

applications. Additionally, the well-established manufacture developed for these

materials opened up the way to bandgap and strain engineering as further degrees

of freedom to tune the spin dependent phenomena. Despite these appealing re-

sults, the Rashba physics of Ge heterostructures is still vastly unknown. Some

results have been obtained from electrical measurements [29] but no optical in-

vestigation has been carried out so far. All-optical techniques prevent spin depo-

larization arising from interfaces between ferromagnetic and semiconductor ma-

terials, which affect electrical measurements and mask the intrinsic spin lifetime

[30]. With this in mind, the starting point of this thesis is the study of the Rashba

effect via photoluminescence (PL) in structurally asymmetric p-i-n diodes, where
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the intrinsic region is composed of 50 Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QWs.

In the last decade another group IV material, namely Sn, has started to attract

some interest in the community. As an heavier element it intrinsically possesses

a stronger SOC with respect to Si and Ge, enhancing the spin-dependent prop-

erties. This feature can be exploited by alloying Ge and Sn to form Ge1−xSnx

binaries. However, the strong out-of-equilibrium condition required for the mate-

rial growth, due to the low (∼1 %) Sn solubility in Ge, has precluded for a long

time the investigation of this alloy. Only in the last decade advancements in out-

of-equilibrium growth technique allowed for the realization of samples with suffi-

cient crystalline quality [31], leading to the first observed direct bandgap group IV

material [32, 33] and, consequently, to the first group-IV-based laser [34]. Despite

these promising results, spin physics of Ge1−xSnx remains vastly unexplored [35,

36]. Within this contest, we developed a magneto-optical technique that aims at

unveiling the spin lifetime in Ge1−xSnx epilayers. This technique has been intro-

duced since the emission range of Ge1−xSnx lies in the infrared, even above 2000

nm: a challenging region for time-resolved techniques, wehere only expensive su-

perconducting Ge nanowires might be able to operate. The technique introduced

in this thesis performs carrier lifetime estimation by exploiting the Hanle effect

via well consolidated continuous-wave photoluminescence (CWPL) analysis, for

which conventional and less expensive semiconductor-based detectors are avail-

able.

Additionally, we point out that the Rashba-induced zero field spin splitting

gives origin also to intriguing phenomena such as the (inverse) spin-Hall effect,

where a charge (spin) current is transformed into a spin (charge) transverse cur-

rent [37, 38]. The stronger SOC offered by the Ge1−xSnx alloy compared to Ge

and the additional degree of freedom offered by the low dimensionality consti-

tute an interesting playground to optically address the inverse spin-Hall effect in

Ge1−xSnx/Ge QW.

To summarize, this thesis focuses on the study of the SOC in heterostructures

of group IV materials via polarization-resolved photoluminescence. In particular
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we focus on Ge and Ge1−xSnx alloys as they possess a stronger SOC compared

to Si, thus enhancing spin-depended effects. On top of this, we leverage bandgap

and strain engineering as a further degrees of freedom to tailor the SOC and to

better study spin-dependent properties in Si-compatible devices. Our analysis is

carried out at first on Ge QWs embedded in a p-i-n diode to study the tuning of

the Rashba field by an external electric field and then on Ge1−xSnx systems to

investigate spin-to-charge interconversion phenomena.

This thesis is organized as follows. From Ch. 2 to Ch. 8 we summarize

the theoretical fundation of this work. Specifically, we introduce the process of

optical spin orientation, the spin-orbit coupling and the Hanle effect. In addition,

we discuss the materials and the epitaxial growth of the heterostructures studied

in this work.

Then, in Ch. 9 we describe the experimental results on the Rashba physics oc-

curring in asymmetric Ge QWs embedded in the intrinsic region of a p-i-n diode.

This device allows for the application of an external bias to tune and explore the

Rashba effect in low dimensional systems. An electrical characterization shows

the expected diode response and an 8-bands k·p1 calculation confirms the type-I

band alignment as well as the band bending due to the built-in bias. The opti-

cal investigation shows that a strong effect on the PL polarization is obtained by

changing the excitation power density while only a reduced effect is found with

the application of a bias. These results are further supported by time-resolved

photoluminescence measurements (TRPL).

Finally, in Ch. 10 we shift our attention to Ge1−xSnx alloys. At first we in-

vestigate a set of samples with variable Sn content. We determine the carrier life-

time by applying, for the first time to group IV materials, a steady-state magneto-

optical technique based on the Hanle effect. Our investigation unveils a carrier

lifetime of as long as 2 ns and the presence of crystal defects through the emer-

gence of non-radiative recombination centres.

We then focus our efforts onto a novel system constituted by modulation-

1k is the wavevector and p is the quantum-mechanical momentum operator.
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doped Ge0.91Sn0.09 QWs embedded in Ge barriers. These heterostructures are

found to host a two-dimensional-hole-gas (2DHG) at low temperature, opening

the path for the investigation of new spin physics. Photoluminescence analy-

sis resulted in a sizable and polarized emission. Power dependent Hanle effect

measurements enables us to extract a few-ns-long carrier lifetime. Finally we ob-

served the emergence of spin-to-charge interconversion and we characterized it by

extracting the spin-Hall angle.

The main results obtained in this work are summarized in Ch. 11.

In Appendix A we describe the experimental set-up used for the optical in-

vestigations. In Appendix B we introduce the Stokes analysis, that has been used

for the analysis of the polarization. In Appendix C we show additional results on

devices that are not discussed in the main text. Finally, in Appendix D we report

the code used for the simulation of the p-i-n diodes.
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2 Spin-orbit coupling

According to a semiclassical treatment the spin-orbit coupling, that is, the cou-

pling between the orbital and the spin degrees of freedom, is a relativistic correc-

tion to the electron energy levels.

We focus now on an hydrogen atom and then we expand the results to solid-

state materials. In the former, the positively charged nucleus generates a radial

electric field E that is perceived by the electron in its rest frame as an effective

magnetic field:

Beff = −
v × E

c2 (1)

where v is the velocity of the electron and c is the speed of light.

We can rewrite Eq. 1 by using the radial coordinates, i.e. E = 1/e ∂rV(r)r̂
where e is the electron charge and V(r) is the potential of the central field. Also,

using the momentum operator p = mev, where me is the electron mass, and the

angular momentum L = r × p we get:

Beff =
1

me ec2

1
r
∂V(r)
∂r

L (2)

The magnetic moment of the electron µ = −gµb/ℏS, where g is the g-factor,

µb is the Bohr magneton and S is the spin operator (S = ℏσ/2, σ being the Pauli

spin matrices), interacts with the magnetic field via:

HSOC = −µ · Beff =
−g µb

ℏm2
e e c2

1
r
∂V(r)
∂r

S · L = λSO S · L (3)

here λSO is the spin-orbit coupling constant that depends on the atomic number

Z. In the hydrogenoid model λSO scales as Z4. However, this dependence is

reduced to Z2 for heavier materials once the screening of core electrons is taken

into account. Equation 3 explicitly shows the coupling between the angular and

the spin degree of freedom entering into the SOC Hamiltonian.
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The effect of the SOC can be seen more easily by rewriting Eq. 3 in the form:

HSOC ∼
g µb

2 me c2 (E × p) · σ (4)

In relativistic quantum theory, 2mec2 is the energy gap between an electron and a

positron, i.e., approximately 1 MeV [39]. Therefore, the SOC is negligible for a

particle with non-relativistic momentum in a vacuum.

To expand this theory to condensed matter systems we have to consider that

in crystals we have to describe the electron motion via energy bands and crystal

momentum. The SO Hamiltonian in solids results to be a generalised version of

Eq. 4:

HSOC ∼
ℏ

m2
e c2 (∇V × p) · σ (5)

where the potential V is now a sum of the periodic crystal potential V0 and disorder

potential Vimp stemming from the presence of impurities, lattice defects, etc. . . We

point out that for the case of typical semiconductors, the energy bandgap is now

in the order of 1 eV. Thus, when compared to a particle system, semiconductors

show an enhancement of about six orders of magnitude of the SOC, resulting in

sizable effects.

If we compare Eq. 4 to the Zeeman Hamiltonian:

HZ ∼ µb B · σ (6)

It turns out that the SOC introduces a Zeeman-like splitting in the energy levels

due to an effective magnetic field [16, 40]:

B(p) = −µb(∇V × p)/mc2. (7)

In the following we discuss two important effects that are relevant for this the-

sis and arise because of the spin-orbit coupling. These are the Rashba/Dresselhaus

and the spin-Hall effects.
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2.1 Rashba and Dresselhaus effect

The zero field spin splitting described in the introduction of this chapter is a con-

sequence of the SOC and is typically described, in two-dimensional systems, by

Rashba and Dresselhaus terms in the effective Hamiltonian of the system HSOC =

HR + HD, with:

HR = α (ky σx − kx σy) . (8)

HD = β (kx σx − ky σy) + γ (−σx kx k2
y + σy ky k2

x) (9)

where α is the Rashba parameter, β and γ the Dresselhaus parameters [20, 41].

Both Rashba [42–45] and Dresselhaus [46] spin-splitting generate a contribution

that is linear in the electron wave vector k; however, the Dresselhaus SOC adds

also a cubic contribution in k.

The perturbative Hamiltonian terms described in Eqs. 8 and 9 find their ori-

gin in the perturbation of the lattice. In particular, both Rashba and Dresselhaus

contributions arise from the breaking of the crystal symmetry.

If we consider a lattice composed of different atomic species, like in III-V

systems, then microscopically the crystal is no more symmetric under a point

inversion. An electron travelling within such lattice can encounter an atom of one

type and close to it an atom of a different element. This different nature creates

a local electric dipole and therefore a local electric field. The overall effect for

the whole lattice can be described, via the SOC, as an effective magnetic field

which lifts the spin degeneracy [11, 13, 14]. This kind of symmetry breaking of

the lattice is known as bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) and is associated to the

Dresselhaus term.

In semiconductor quantum structures, the spin degeneracy can be lifted not

only because of a BIA but also via a structure inversion asymmetry (SIA) of the

confining potential, which is associated to the Rashba effect [11, 13, 14]. This

potential can be intrinsic, if it arises from the structure itself, like in the case of

asymmetrically doped structures. In this case, the asymmetry can be modulated
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by adjustments at the growth stage by changing the doping concentration or by

changing the distance between the doped layer and the active region via the in-

troduction of a suitable undoped spacer. Additionally, the electric potential can

also be external, like in the case of a bias applied to a p-i-n diode. The structural

imbalance introduced in this way generates a gradient of an electric field across

the whole structure. Through the SOC, this electric field is perceived as an ef-

fective magnetic field (Rashba field) that splits the spin-degenerated bands. The

tunability via the doping as well as an external electric field can be exploited to

manipulate the magnitude of the Rashba field, thus offering a practical tool for

spintronics applications.

The linear Rashba and Dresselhaus terms split the spin degeneracy at the zone

centre creating a band structure as schematically shown in Fig. 1a [17, 41]. When

only SIA or BIA contribution is present, the energy dispersion is illustrated in

Fig. 1b being the result of the revolution around the energy axis of two parabolas

symmetrically displaced with respect to k = 0. When SIA and BIA are present

at the same time, the band structure consists of two revolution paraboloids with

revolution axes symmetrically shifted in opposite directions with respect to k = 0,

see Fig. 1c. If we consider the projection on the kxky plane of the band structure at

the Fermi energy, we obtain the spin orientation for both Rashba and Dresselhaus

coupling that are shown by red arrows in Figs. 1d-g. For the SIA case, the electron

spin is always perpendicular to the k-vector, see Fig. 1d. By contrast, for the

BIA contribution, the orientation between the spin and the k-vector depends on

the direction of k, see Fig. 1e. In the presence of both SIA and BIA terms,

their superposition generates a spin texture that is a weighted average of the two

contributions. We have shown in Fig. 1f the case when BIA = SIA, while a more

general situation, that is SIA ̸= BIA, is illustrated in Fig. 1g [17, 41].

An example of successful exploitation of the Rashba and Dresselhaus effect

interplay was shown by Balocchi et al. [47] in GaAs QWs. In their work they

properly adjusted BIA and SIA terms by changing the device structure as well as

by applying an external electric field. This resulted in a fruitful effect on the spin
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Figure 1: (a) SIA/BIA-induced spin splitting of the bands. Here ±1/2 or ±3/2 label
the eigenstates with fixed spin components. (b) Schematic band structure for k-
linear terms of the form of Eqs. 8 or 9 in the Hamiltonian. The energy E is plotted
as a function of kx and ky in with only one type of inversion asymmetry (BIA or
SIA) and in (c) for both BIA- and SIA-induced k-linear terms. (d-g) Distribution
of spin orientations (red arrows) at the Fermi energy for different strengths of the
BIA and SIA terms. Here we assumed in Eqs. 8 and 9 that α, β > 0. Adapted
from [17].
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lifetime. In particular, they measured a (111)-oriented GaAs QW embedded in a

p-i-n diode by TRPL and showed that under the application of an external bias the

Rasbha field could balance the Dresselhaus field causing marked increase of the

electron spin relaxation time from 0.5 to 30 ns when the electric field was changed

from 20 (built-in electric field) to 55 kV/cm [47].

Quantum wells based on group IV elements do not possess the BIA because of

their centrosymmetric crystal structure. This causes a negligible Dresselhaus term

and thus also a suppression of the spin relaxation arising from this phenomemon.

In this thesis we focus on the study of Ge QWs where only SIA can be present.

This simplifies the study of the Rashba physics.

The role of the electric field on the electron spin polarization within Ge/

Si1−xGex QW system remains mostly unexplored. Only Virgilio and Grosso in

Ref. [48] theoretically investigated this effect using a tight-binding method. Their

findings are shown in Fig. 2b where the spin polarization is calculated as a func-

tion of energy for different electric field intensities from 0 to 7.5×10−2 kV/cm.

An almost full polarization (96%) is found upon resonant excitation under no

bias. In their work, the absorption coefficient of circularly polarized light is di-

rectly compared to the calculated spin polarization (S0) of conduction-band (CB)

electrons. In this way the relations between the feature of the polarization spec-

trum and the main transitions involving valence band (VB) and CB states at the

zone centre are directly correlated. The maxima of S0 are found at the HH1-cΓ1

(where HH stands for heavy-hole) and HH1-cΓ2 resonances, while minima are

associated to the LH1-cΓ1, LH3-cΓ1, and SO-cΓ1 transitions. Additionally, they

found out that regardless of the excitation energy, the electric field causes a loss of

polarization which reduces the polarization by ten times in the investigated range.

The origin of this loss of polarization is ascribed to the mixing of the orbital char-

acter of the wavefunction caused by the Rashba field. However, this effect has still

not been confirmed from an experimental point of view.

With this in mind, Ch. 9 is devoted to the optical investigation of spin po-

larization in Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QWs embedded within a p-i-n diode structure. The
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asymmetrical doping of the diode structure ensures the presence of the Rashba

field and allows an external manipulation via an applied bias.

Figure 2: (a) In the upper panel: spin polarization S0 as a function of the pho-
ton energy for conduction electrons optically excited by right-handed circularly
polarized light. In the lower panel: corresponding absorption spectrum. Solid
(dashed) lines represents the absorption spectrum when the excitonic contribution
is (not) taken into account in the calculations. The threshold energies for the rel-
evant interband transitions are indicated by vertical labels and dotted lines. (b)
Spin polarization calculated as a function of energy at different electric field (ε)
strength, ranging from zero to 7.5×10−2 kV/cm. Adapted from Ref. [48].
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2.2 Spin-Hall effect

Another fascinating effect originating from the SOC is the so called spin-Hall

effect (SHE) [37, 38, 49, 50]. Without loss of generality, we deal from now on

with spin-polarized electrons but the analogous discussion holds also for holes. It

should be noted that in group IV materials the shorter spin lifetime and diffusion

length of holes compared to electrons make the observation of SHE in the VB

harder to achieve [51, 52].

Just like the classical Hall effect [53] where electron and hole trajectories are

bent in an opposite transverse direction with respect to the motion due to Lorentz

force, in the SHE carriers with opposite spins are scattered along opposite direc-

tions that are transverse to the carriers motion, even in the absence of an external

magnetic field. This effectively yields a pure spin current, which can be thought

as a combination of a spin-up current in one direction and a spin-down current in

the opposite direction, resulting in a motion of angular momentum associated to

no net charge displacement.

The SHE emerges in materials with large SOC where a longitudinal charge

current ( jc) is converted into a transverse spin current ( js) due to the velocity

gained, for instance, by the electrons after spin-dependent scattering. The phe-

nomenological relation describing the SHE is [13, 54]:

js = ΘSH jc × S (10)

where ΘSH is the spin-Hall angle. The spin-Hall angle gives the efficiency of the

conversion between charge current and spin current, thus ΘSH = 1 means that for

a given charge current an equal pure spin current is generated perpendicularly.

The spin-dependent scattering mechanism can occur through two types of

mechanisms. In the first, impurities with strong SOC scatter the travelling elec-

trons with different spin projections towards opposite directions. This extrinsic

mechanism originates from Mott scattering and side-jump mechanism and is at

the core of the prediction of the SHE originally formulated by Dyakonov and
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Perel in 1971 [37, 49]. The second mechanism, which is usually referred to as the

intrinsic SHE, arises from spin-dependent distortion of electron trajectories due to

the SOC of the material itself [55, 56].

In a structurally asymmetric heterostructure, the second mechanism might

arise because of the Rashba-effect. In this case the Rashba effect modifies the

velocity according to v = – (αR/ℏ) z × σ where z is the propagation axis [16].

We want to highlight that the reverse process to the SHE can exist, namely the

inverse spin-Hall effect (ISHE), where a pure spin current is transformed into a

perpendicular charge current. Due to the Osanger reciprocity [57] we can write

down that: 
jSHE
s = ΘSH

(
− ℏ

2e

)
jc [z × S]

.

jISHE
c = ΘSH

(
−2e

ℏ

)
js [z × S]

(11)

where jSHE
s and jISHE

c are the charge and spin current, respectively, z is the direction

of the initial current and S the spin orientation of the spin current.

A simplified yet clear representation of the SHE and the ISHE is reported in

Fig. 3.

The presence of SIA/BIA is fundamental for the observation of the (I)SHE.

Indeed, the nonequilibrium spin density occurs as a consequence of an electric

field and scattering-induced redistribution of carriers at the Fermi surface with a

spin texture given by one of those shown in Figs. 1d-g. Under the application of

an electric field along, e.g., the x axis, the Fermi contour is displaced by ∆k (see

Fig. 4a). As shown in Fig. 4b, owing to the momentum displacement the spins are

no more completely perpendicular to their wavevector and start to precess around

the local Rashba field, ultimately acquiring a spin component along +z for ky > 0

and along -z for ky < 0. The charge current applied along x thus results in a spin

current along the y direction since carriers with antiparallel z-component of the

spin are deflected along opposite directions.

A typical investigation of ISHE is performed on Hall bar devices where a cur-
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the spin-to-charge interconversion phenom-
ena. (a) Spin-Hall effect where charge current flowing through the device gener-
ates a separation of spin-up and spin-down carriers leading to a transverse spin
current. (b) Inverse spin-Hall effect where a pure spin current generates a charge
accumulation at the edges of the structure. Adapted from [50].

rent is sourced along the longitudinal (main) channel while shining a laser perpen-

dicularly to the surface of the sample and measuring the photovoltage generated

across the transverse (side) channel. In this framework optical spin orientation

(discussed in Ch. 3) is a building block that is required for the generation of the

out-of-equilibrium spin polarized population. These optically generated carriers

travel through the Hall bar and experience the spin-dependent transverse deflec-

tion generating the ISHE [59–62].

The generated transverse voltage (VT) is given by [62]:

VT = ΘSH ρN w jc P (12)

where ρN is the resistivity of the sample, w the Hall bar width and P the carrier

spin polarization2 [62, 63].

The ability to create a robust pure spin current without magnetic materials

is intriguing, and the simplicity and efficiency of this approach is desirable for

2We used that ΘSH = ρSH/ρN, js = jc P and E⊥ = ρSH js × σ where ρSH is the spin-Hall resistivity,
E⊥ is the transverse electric field and σ is the spin polarization unit vector.
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Figure 4: (a) Left panel: Rashba spin texture for states in equilibrium with zero
net spin density. Right panel: nonequilibrium redistribution of carriers when an
electric field is applied resulting in a nonzero spin density [50]. (b) Schematic
representation of the generation of a pure spin current in a system with SIA. Here
a shift of the Fermi contour by ∆k is induced via the application of a current along
the x axis. The spins (red arrows) are not perpendicular to the momentum (yellow
arrows) and thus they start precessing around the local Rashba field. This causes
the spin to acquire a component along +z for ky > 0 (green arrows) and -z for ky

< 0 (blue arrows) that moves oppositely, generating a pure spin current along the
y axis. Adapted from [58].
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potential technological applications. A first observation of the SHE was done

in III-V system by Bakun et al. in 1984 [64], yet a significant interest in this

phenomenon was found only twenty years later after the publication of the works

by Kato et al. in 2004 [65] and Wunderlich et al. in 2005 [66]. Controlling

spin-related material properties by electronic means is a key step towards future

spintronics technologies.

Some work has been done in the investigation of the SHE in various materials

by evaluating the spin-Hall angle. The dependence of the SHE by the strength of

the SOC has led people to study heavy metals such as Pt [67] or Ta [68]. Ad-

ditionally, interesting results have also been demonstrated in GaAs [62]. Indeed,

Okamoto et al. [62] showed that the application of an electric field to GaAs can

lead to intervalley transitions selectively populating L and Γ-states. The former

states have significantly stronger SOC than the latter, owing to the larger p-type

character arising from stronger hybridization with the p-bands at finite wavevec-

tor. These results showed that an external electric bias can significantly modify

the spin-Hall angle of materials through intervalley transitions, offering an alter-

native approach in the control of the spin-Hall angle. For reference, we report in

Table 1 a list of values of the spin-Hall angle that are available in literature.

In this thesis we study the ISHE in a boron-modulation-doped Ge1−xSnx/Ge

QW. The doping layer provides the asymmetry required to the system to break the

structural symmetry, inducing the band splitting. This system is intriguing under

various aspects. The low dimensionality, the formation of a 2DHG, the stronger

SOC of the Sn with respect to the Ge and the integrability in Si manifacture com-

bined together make this heterostructure a novel playground for spintronics with

a variety of parameters that can be tuned and exploited for fundamental research

as well as for future applications.
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Material ΘSH× 10−4 Temperature Reference
[K]

Al 0.4-1 4.2 [69]
Au 35 N/A [70]
Pt 40-800 300 [67]
Pd 64 N/A [70]
Ta 2000 300 [68]

GaAs 5-200 300 [62]
Si 1 300 [63]
Ge 2-11 20 - 300 [71, 72]

Table 1: Spin-Hall angle for different materials. The temperature at which the
spin-Hall angle is extracted is reported as well.
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3 Optical spin orientation

The possibility to optically generate a spin polarized population in semiconductors

arises from the light-matter interaction, as a result of the spin-orbit coupling. This

phenomenon is a direct consequence of the conservation of angular momentum

when circularly polarized light is absorbed by the medium. In this process, the

momentum of light is transferred through the SOC to the photogenerated electron

and hole pairs which eventually become spin polarized. Pioneer results on optical

spin orientation in solids were obtained by Lampel in Si in 1968 [73] and since

then the optical orientation has proven itself as a reliable method for studying spin

physics in semiconductors. In this whole thesis the core technique exploited for

the measurements is the so called optical spin orientation. We describe it in the

following.

We define the propagation direction of a circularly polarized light along the z-

axis. The projection of angular momentum along the propagation axis is therefore

Lz = ±ℏ, where the plus (minus) sign indicates a right (left)-handed helicity. A

common convention is to use σ+(σ−) for a right-handed (left-handed) circular

polarization. Whenever a photon is absorbed (Ephot ≥ Eg) the SOC allows the

transfer of angular momentum to the carrier. This means that for transitions from

the VB to the CB the following selection rule must be satisfied:

∆m = m j, f − m j,i (13)

where m j is the eigenvalue associated to Lz, while f and i refer to the final and

initial states of the transition. It is clear that this process is affected by the nature

of the bands involved.

For the sake of clarity, we restrict ourselves to the toy model developed for

direct bandgap III-V compounds [20]. As shown later, this model works also for

Ge at zone centre due to its quasi-direct nature [20].

This toy model uses a tight-binding approach that includes SOC, according

to which VB can be described with 3 p-like levels all degenerate because of the
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spin (see Fig. 5a). These levels are known as heavy-holes (HH), light-holes (LH)

and split-off (SO) states. The CB, on contrary, can be represented as a single

degenerate s-like level. All these states are described by the quantum numbers

j and m j in the form of
∣∣∣ j,m j

〉
3. A vertical transition between these states is

associated to a matrix element ⟨ f | p̂ |i⟩ where p̂ is the dipole moment operator

[74]. Here p̂ = −er̄ where e is the electron charge and r̄ is a unit vector along

the direction of the observation [13, 74]. The transition probabilities are given by

[75]:

| ⟨ j + 1,m j + 1|σ+ | j,m j⟩ |
2 =

1
2

( j + m j + 1)( j + m j + 2) B (14a)

| ⟨ j,m j + 1|σ+ | j,m j⟩ |
2 =

1
2

( j − m j)( j + m j + 1) A (14b)

| ⟨ j − 1,m j + 1|σ+ | j,m j⟩ |
2 =

1
2

( j − m j)( j − m j − 1) C (14c)

| ⟨ j + 1,m j − 1|σ− | j,m j⟩ |
2 =

1
2

( j − m j + 1)( j − m j + 2) B (14d)

| ⟨ j,m j − 1|σ− | j,m j⟩ |
2 =

1
2

( j + m j)( j − m j + 1) A (14e)

| ⟨ j − 1,m j − 1|σ− | j,m j⟩ |
2 =

1
2

( j + m j)( j + m j − 1) C (14f)

where we are using r̄ = x ī + y j̄ + z k̄ and σ± = (x ± iy)/
√

2. A, B, C are

constants defined by:

A =
| ⟨ j| |p| | j⟩ |2

j( j + 1)

B =
| ⟨ j + 1| |p| | j⟩ |2

( j + 1)(2 j + 1)

C =
| ⟨ j − 1| |p| | j⟩ |2

j(2 j + 1)

(15)

3Quantum numbers j and m j are associated, respectively, to the total angular momentum operator
Ĵ and to its projection, Ĵz, along the light propagation direction.
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The ratio between these probabilities dictates the ratio between spin-up (n↑)

and spin-down (n↓) population densities that are photogenerated.

Both excitation and recombination processes follow these rules as the conser-

vation of the angular momentum must be satisfied in both processes. In Fig. 5b

and c we report all possible transitions involved in the absorption and recombina-

tion processes.

Figure 5: (a) Schematic band structure near the centre of the Brillouin zone, where
Eg is the bandgap and ∆S O the spin-orbit splitting; CB, conduction band; HH,
heavy hole; LH, light hole; SO, split-off subbands. (b) Schematic representation
of VB and CB states involved in the optical orientation and (c) in the optical re-
combination processes at the Γ point. Red (green) arrows in (b) highlight the
allowed transitions upon σ+ (σ−) excitation, while in (c) the recombination pro-
cesses are shown. The oscillator strength of each transition is reported as a number
close to the arrows. Adapted from [76].
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From now on, we restrict ourselves to the case of a right-handed circularly

polarized excitation, therefore only transitions associated to red arrows in Fig. 5b

will be considered.

Upon resonant excitation, i.e., Ephot = Eg, only LH and HH states contribute to

the optical orientation since SO states lie at higher energies (ESO = Eg + ∆SO). By

evaluating the proper matrix elements, it can be shown that HH transitions have

an oscillator strength that is three times bigger than LH ones thereby inducing

a n↑ : n↓ = 1 : 3 ratio in the electron spin population. Since the average spin

polarization of electrons promoted to CB is:

S 0 =
n↑ − n↓
n↑ + n↓

=
1 − 3
1 + 3

= −
1
2

(16)

in a bulk material a circularly polarized excitation upon resonant condition can

induce a total electron spin polarization of -50 %.

If we include transitions from the SO band, when Ephot > Eg + ∆SO, the spin-

up and spin-down population densities are now equal (n↑ = n↓), washing out

the overall electron polarization. Pierce and Meier [77] in 1976 studied the spin

polarization as a function of the energy of illumination in GaAs systems. In their

work they exploited optical orientation to generate a spin polarized population.

Then they exploited the photoemitted electrons to analyze the polarization via

Mott scattering from an Au foil. They found that the electron polarization has

a maximum of 40 % when energy of the photoemitted carrier is resonant to Γ

transition and decreases to zero as emission from the SO band is mixed in, due to

the opposite spin orientation.

The different contribution of each transition to the polarization suggests that

by removing the state degeneracy of LH and HH at Γ, for example via quantum

confinement or via strain engineering, a higher polarization can be achieved.

Since the optical orientation generates an out-of-equilibrium population, the

time evolution of such population also requires to be taken into account. The

nonequilibrium spins can eventually decay due to recombination or relaxation
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processes. The dynamics is described by the following continuity equation for

the average spin expectation value S [13]:

dS
dt
= −

S
τs
−

S − S 0

τ
(17)

where τs is the spin relaxation time and τ is the carrier lifetimes, respectively. The

first term describes the spin relaxation processes occurring on the timescale of τs,

while the second is related to the optical recombination and excitation.

In CWPL experiments the system reaches a steady-state situation where an

equal number of carriers are generated and recombine. Under this approximation

the left-hand side of Eq. 17 is null and a solution can be found as:

S =
S 0

1 + τ/τs
(18)

This implies that whenever the spin lifetime is greater that the carrier life-

time (τs > τ), the recombination process yields circularly polarized emission of

light (see Fig. 5c for all the possible transitions and the helicity of the emitted

light). Therefore, a proof of the optical orientation in the material is obtained by

measuring the helicity of the CWPL, which is quantified as the degree of circular

polarization (ρcirc):

ρcirc =
Iσ+ − Iσ−
Iσ+ + Iσ−

(19)

where Iσ+ (Iσ−) is the intensity of σ+ (σ−) emission.

Due to the strong spin-orbit coupling of holes, the depolarization of holes is

much faster than the one of electrons (for example in Ge τholes
s ∼ 1 ps [51, 52,

78]); therefore only electrons contribute to the polarization of the PL. Following

the excitation with Ephot < ESO in a bulk semiconductor we thus have:

ρ0 =
(n↑ + 3n↓) − (3n↑ + n↓)
(n↑ + 3n↓) + (3n↑ + n↓)

=

(
1 · 1

4 + 3 · 3
4

)
−

(
3 · 1

4 + 1 · 3
4

)(
1 · 1

4 + 3 · 3
4

)
+

(
3 · 1

4 + 1 · 3
4

) = −1
4

(20)
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so that from S 0 = −1/2 we end up with an emission that has half the initial

polarization, so that ρ0 = −1/4. Eq. 18 becomes eventually:

ρcirc =
ρ0

1 + τ/τs
(21)

when the steady-state condition is met.

Since out-of-equilibrium spin populations decay and reach thermodynamic

equilibrium, we expect a transient time for which the polarization can be de-

scribed as ρcirc(t) ∼ ρ0 e−t/τs . Differently from CWPL, TRPL provides a direct

and convenient means to measure the spin relaxation time, offering insights into

spin-dependent kinetics under the influence of different factors like lattice temper-

ature, doping level and external fields.

It is important to recall that the toy model described above is valid only for

centre-zone states because it does not consider the inherently mixed orbital char-

acter of the wavefunctions of carriers having nonzero momentum. We highlight

that a comprehensive theory of spin-dependent optical transitions for edge states

are presented in Ref. [79]. In that work, symmetries of wave functions and inter-

actions are used to derive ratios between intensities of the right and left circularly

polarized luminescence for each of the dominant phonon-assisted optical transi-

tions.

In this thesis optical investigation has been selected for the study of spin

physics. However, it is worth noticing that there exist various techniques, based

for example on electrical measurements, that have been shown in literature to be

a reliable approach towards the unveiling of spin-related phenomena [80].
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4 Hanle effect

The application of a magnetic field along an axis different from the spin quantiza-

tion axis induces a Larmor precession of the spin. This effect is maximum when

the magnetic field and the spin quantization axis are perpendicular to each other.

In this configuration, known as Voigt configuration, the time evolution of S is:

∂S
∂t
=



Ωx

Ωy

Ωz


×



Sx

Sy

Sz


−



Sx

T2

Sy

T2

Sz − S0z

τs


(22)

where Ωi = gµbBi/ℏ is the precession frequency, g is the electron Landé factor,

µb the Bohr magneton. The spin relaxation time τs can be interpreted as the time

required for the spin along the longitudinal field to reach equilibrium, in literature

it is commonly referred to also as spin-lattice time or T1. On the other hand, T2

is the spin decoherence or spin dephasing time and is defined as the time required

for transverse spins, initially precessing in phase about a longitudinal field, to lose

their phase. This measures the decoherence time of the spin ensemble and takes

into account inhomogeneous broadening effect of the precessing frequencies [81].

Under continuous illumination, the spin precession, together with the random

character of carrier generation or diffusion, leads to the spin relaxation. This

phenomenon is known as Hanle effect [82]. To obtain the dependence of S as a

function of the magnetic field we can solve Eq. 22 where an additional term (S /
τ) is introduced to take into account for carrier recombination:

dS
dt
= Ω × S −

S
τ
−

S − S0

τs
(23)
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The solution is:

S(B) =
S(B = 0)

1 + (ΩTS )2 (24)

where TS is the spin lifetime, defined as:

1
TS
=

1
τs
+

1
τ

(25)

The overall effect of the precession is to reduce the projection of the spin along

the observation direction leading to a spin depolarization. This translates into a

reduction of the PL polarization that now assumes a form similar to Eq. 24:

ρcirc(B) =
ρcirc(B = 0)
1 + (ΩTS )2 (26)

This last expression means that the Hanle effect provides a method to deter-

mine the spin lifetime from CWPL measurements, without the requirement of a

time-resolved apparatus. By measuring the full width at half maximum (∆B) of

the curve we obtain:

∆B = 2
ℏ

gµBTS
(27)

therefore the spin lifetime can be extracted by inverting Eq. 27.

The Hanle effect has already been exploited in the field of III-V compounds,

where electrical as well as optical detection were implemented over the last 50

years [83–86], whereas for group IV materials the study of the Hanle effect by

means of optical techniques has been so far overlooked in group IV semiconduc-

tors due to the indirect bandgap nature.

In this thesis we have exploited for the first time the Hanle effect to study the

spin dynamics of Ge1−xSnx alloys (see Ch. 10).
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5 Spin-relaxation mechanisms

Spin polarized carriers do not retain their initial spin orientation once injected into

a semiconductor. Indeed, spin relaxation mechanisms perturb the spin orientation

of the population and tend to restore an equilibrium condition. The strength of

each spin relaxation mechanism varies from semiconductor to semiconductor as

well as with temperature. It may also depend on the quality of the materials or

the doping level. Therefore, it is critical that the dominant spin relaxation mecha-

nism is known before designing spintronics devices. Four major mechanisms can

be identified: Elliott-Yafet (EY), Dyakonov-Perel (DP), Bir-Aronov-Pikus (BAP)

and hyperfine interaction.

5.1 Elliott-Yafet mechanism

Intuitively, this process stems from the interplay between momentum relaxation

and lattice-induced spin-orbit coupling [87, 88]. The electron wave function Ψ

is hardly in a pure spin eigenstate but rather composed of a spin-up |↑⟩ and spin-

down |↓⟩ mixture, so that:

Ψk,n↑(r) = [ak,n(r) |↑⟩ + bk,n(r) |↓⟩] eikr (28)

Ψk,n↓(r) = [a∗−k,n(r) |↓⟩ − b∗−k,n(r) |↑⟩] e−ikr (29)

where a and b are complex lattice coefficients, k is the lattice momentum and n

the band index.

The spin relaxation time for Elliott-Yafet (EY) mechanism is given by [89]:

1
τs
≃

(
∆SO

Eg + ∆SO

)2 (
Ek

Eg

)2 1
τp

(30)

where Ek is the kinetic energy of the carrier and τp is the time between two

scattering events. It is clear from Eq. 30 that this mechanism is important for

small bandgap semiconductors with strong spin-orbit splitting [87, 88]. Scatter-
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic representation of EY mechanism where the electron (red
spheres) interacts with the scattering centre (green dots) and the renormalization
of the carrier wavefunction during the scattering event causes a change in the spin
polarization [11, 54]. (b) The DP mechanism is caused by the precession of the
spin around a randomly-oriented local magnetic field, which causes the loss of
the original spin orientation. Unlike EY, the DP mechanism occurs between two
scattering events [11, 54]. (c) The BAP mechanism occurs when electrons and
holes (blue spheres) have their wavefunctions overlapping. The exchange interac-
tion swaps the spin of the two carriers causing a consequent loss of polarization.
Here the interacting couple is highlighted using black curved lines. (d) If electrons
wave functions are confined over a region (dashed circles) with many nuclear spins
(light and dark green spheres), the hyperfine interaction couples electron and nu-
clear spins, causing spin relaxation [11, 54].

ing events with phonons (high temperatures) or impurities (low temperatures) also

contribute to this mechanism as they result in the renormalization of the wave-

function and eventually in a spin-flip, see Fig. 6a. In the case of scattering with

phonons, the electron spin relaxation time becomes proportional to the inverse fre-

quency of a typical thermal phonon, thus weakening at low temperatures [11, 54].

Dislocations density plays an important role as a higher number of dislocations

causes scatterings to occur more frequently, thus shortening the spin relaxation

time [11, 89].
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About 105 scattering events are commonly needed before the carrier loses its

initial spin orientation [11] and, obviously, the faster the momentum scattering

rate, the faster the occurrence of spin flip events. This mechanism is found to be

significant for all our devices, as shown in Chs. 9 and 10, when the temperature

of the device is increased.

5.2 D’yakonov-Perel mechanism

Bulk inversion asymmetry is the cause of the DP mechanism, that is the main de-

polarization in III-V compounds as well as in Si1−xGex, Ge1−xSnx, Si1−x−yGexSny

alloys [49]. The lifting of the degeneracy of the spin sublevels can be regarded,

from the point of view of the individual spin-polarized electron, as an effective

k-dependent magnetic field B(k) around which the spin rotates. During the diffu-

sion, the electron experiences a magnetic field varying both in intensity and direc-

tion. The spin precession around this randomly changing field results in a loss of

polarization. For a given momentum p, Ω(p) is the spin precession frequency in

this field. The effective magnetic field changes in time because the direction of p
varies due to electron collisions. Thus the correlation time is on the order of the

time between subsequent collisions and is described by [13]:

1/τs = Ω
2 τp (31)

Unlike the EY mechanism, where spin relaxes during the momentum scatter-

ing event, the DP mechanism causes spin to relax between two momentum scat-

tering events, see Fig. 6b. Due to this feature, the major difference between EY

and DP mechanism is in their dependence on the electron momentum scattering

rate. In particular, a faster momentum scattering rate strengthens the effectiveness

of the EY process while it suppresses the DP mechanism.
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5.3 Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism

An additional spin relaxation mechanism originates from the electron-hole ex-

change interaction, namely the BAP mechanism [90]. This interaction becomes

relevant when electron and hole wavefunctions overlap, thus making confined

system, doped materials and high injection regimes the suitable conditions for

observing it. The exchange interaction between the wavefunctions allows the ex-

change of spin between the carriers leading to an overall electron depolarization,

see Fig. 6c for reference. This effect was found to be significant in Ge/Si1−xGex

QWs (see Ref. [91]) where high optical pumping excitation and quantum con-

finement create the proper conditions for the BAP mechanism to arise. In this

work we find out that the BAP mechanism is sizeable also in Ge1−xSnx/Ge QW

(see Ch. 10.2). In the low temperature regime the BAP mechanism is most likely

dominating in heavily p-doped materials, whereas when temperature rises it loses

relevance in favour of the DP mechanism independently of the doping due to the

increased importance of DP for large electron energies [11, 90].

5.4 Hyperfine interaction

Electron and nuclear spins can couple each other via hyperfine interaction. There-

fore non-null nuclear spin isotopes introduce an additional source of spin relax-

ation. In comparison with III-V compounds, Si and Ge possess a lower fraction

of spin-bearing isotopes and refinement process can be performed to reduce even

further their presence, improving significantly the spin-coherence lifetime. Hyper-

fine interaction becomes an important mechanism when electrons are localized in

confined structures, such as in quantum dots. In these systems, the electron wave

function is possibly spread over a region containing non-null nuclear spins, ul-

timately causing spin relaxation (see Fig. 6d). In our samples the contribution

from the hyperfine interaction is considered to be negligible as no investigation is

carried out in quantum dot systems.
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6 Materials: Si, Ge, Sn and their alloys

In this chapter we describe the structural and electronic properties of the group IV

materials that are of relevance for this thesis. In particular we treat Si, Ge, Sn and

their alloys.

6.1 Structural properties

Si, Ge and α-Sn, the cubic-like allotrope of tin, are group IV materials that exhibit

the diamond crystalline structure, which consists of two interpenetrating face-

centred cubic Bravais lattices displaced along the diagonal of the cubic cell by

one quarter of the length of the same diagonal. The unit cell contains eight atoms,

each bounded to four nearest neighbour forming a tetrahedron, as shown in Fig.

7a.

At room temperature (RT) the lattice constant of these elements are aSi =

0.54310 nm [92], aGe = 0.56575 nm [92] and aα−Sn = 0.64892 nm [31] for Si, Ge

and α-Sn, respectively.

From the point of view of applications, the additional degree of freedom of-

fered by alloying is a desirable feature that brings in new possibilities. The struc-

tural properties of an alloy, like the lattice parameter, as well as its electronic prop-

erties, such as band structure or the SOC, acquire an intermediate character that

can be tuned by changing the materials molar fraction, thus generating intriguing

new physics. With this in mind, in this thesis we investigate the properties of two

alloys: Si1−xGex and Ge1−xSnx.

A complete solubility exists between Si and Ge in liquid and solid state as

shown in the equilibrium phase diagram in Fig. 8. At room temperature the two

elements form a stable continuous series of solid solutions which crystallize in the

diamond-like lattice with gradually varying properties.

The lattice constant (aSi1−xGex) follows an almost linear behaviour from the one

of Si to the one of Ge. The crystalline structure of Si1−xGex remains diamond-like

in the whole composition range. Dismukes et al. [94] carried out a comprehensive
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Figure 7: (a) Diamond-like crystal structure. (b) First Brillouin zone of a face-
centered cubic cell reporting the high symmetry points of the reciprocal lattice. K
is located in the middle of an edge joining two hexagonal faces, L is the centre of
a hexagonal face, U is in the middle of an edge joining a hexagonal and a square
face, W is a corner point while X is the centre of a squared face.

determination of the Si1−xGex lattice constants and observed a small deviation

from linearity. By using the values given in [95], a second order polynomial law

as a function of the Ge molar fraction (x) has been suggested [95–97]:

aSi1−xGex = 0.5431 + 0.01992 x − 0.002733 x2 [nm] (32)

In Fig. 9a we show the Si1−xGex lattice constant according to Eq. 32.

At a variance from the Si1−xGex case, obtaining Ge1−xSnx binary alloys has

been a task that only in the last decade has found successful solutions. The large

lattice mismatch between Ge and Sn, induces the nucleation of defects during the

growth more easily than for the Si1−xGex alloy. Additionally, the low equilibrium

solubility of the two elements limits the fraction of Sn that can be incorporated at a

maximum value of 1.1 % [31], yielding Sn clusterization and surface segregation.

The Ge-Sn equilibrium phase diagram, shown in Fig. 10, is dominated by two-

phase mixtures, namely, (Ge)+L (solid Ge1−xSnx with x < 0.01 and liquid β-Sn)

and (Ge)+(β-Sn) (solid Ge1−xSnx with x < 0.01 and solid β-Sn) above and below
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Figure 8: Phase diagram of Si1−xGex at equilibrium [93]

Figure 9: Lattice constant of (a) Si1−xGex as a function of Ge content [94]; green
squares represent experimental data [98]. Lattice constant of (b) Ge1−xSnx alloy
as a function of Sn; green squares represent experimental data [99]. All data are
obtained at room temperature.
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Figure 10: Phase diagram of Ge1−xSnx at equilibrium [100]. (Ge) indicates the
solid diamond-like phase of Ge1−xSnx, (Ge) + L indicates solid Ge1−xSnx with
liquid β-Sn and (Ge) + (β-Sn) indicates solid Ge1−xSnx and solid β-Sn.

the melting temperature of Sn (231.1 ◦C), respectively [31, 100].

Due to these challenges in the synthesis of bulk ingots, great efforts have been

put into the development of a reliable epitaxy of this alloy. Only recent advances in

out-of-equilibrium crystal growth techniques have yielded epitaxial stabilization

of Ge1−xSnx films with a good crystal quality and a Sn content grater than 1 %

[31, 101, 102]. The first commercially suitable CVD process for the growth of

Ge1−xSnx materials was published by Taraci et al. in 2001 [103]. However, high-

quality epitaxial films with a Sn fraction up to 8 % were reported only in 2011

from the group of IMEC (Vincent et al. [104]).

Due to the difficult conditions required for the growth, only few data are avail-

able for the determination of the lattice parameter. Within the range so far studied,

that is shown in Fig. 9b, the lattice parameter (aGe1−xSnx) can be described by [99]:

aGe1−xSnx = 0.56575 + 0.08405 x + 0.00088 x2 [nm] (33)
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6.1.1 Heteroepitaxy and strain

The heteroepitaxial growth is the deposition of a layer on a crystalline substrate

that is made of a different material. This allows for a well-controlled transition

from one material to another within a single crystalline solid [105]. The deposition

process is affected by the mutual interaction between substrate and the epitaxial

layer [106, 107] and so are the resulting crystal quality and properties. Whenever

the lattice constants of the two layers are not identical, a lattice mismatch ( f ) is

imparted to the epitaxial film:

f =
a0 − as

a0
(34)

where a0 and as are the lattice constants of the top layer and of the substrate, re-

spectively. Despite the different lattice constants, it can happen that the deposited

material matches the substrate lattice in the so called pseudomorphic growth. In

that case, the epilayer lattice parameter in the growth plane a∥ is the one of the

substrate as, giving rise to an in plane strain equal to the misfit f . In this condi-

tion, two possibilities can occur: the top layer is under a compressive (if a0 > as)

or a tensile (if a0 < as) strain. In both situations the strain is in the xy-plane of the

layer (ϵxx = ϵyy = ϵ∥), where we choose a reference system with z along the growth

direction and x and y two in-plane orthogonal directions. The deformation of the

lattice in the xy plane does not leave the lattice unperturbed in the perpendicular

direction. As predicted by the elastic theory, for small distortions a perpendicular

strain (ϵ⊥) is indeed generated [97]:

ϵ⊥ = ϵzz = −2
C12

C11
ϵ∥ (35)

where C11 and C12 are the stiffness constants. A schematic representation of pseu-

domorphic growth with the top layer compressive or tensile strained is reported in

Figs. 11a-d.
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Figure 11: (a) Sketch of the bulk lattice parameter (a0) of a thin film of material A
to be grown on top of bulk material B with bulk lattice parameter as, here a0 > as

[97]. (b) Sketch showing the tetragonal lattice distortion when the two films from
(a) are joined. The top film A is under compressive strain. (c) Sketch diagram of
the situation described in (a) when a0 < as. (d) Schematics of the two films in (c)
joined together with the top film under tensile strained [97].
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6.2 Electronic properties

Si is the most studied group IV material. It possesses an indirect bandgap with

the top of the VB located at the centre of the first Brillouin (FB) zone (Γ-point).

For Si, the CB absolute minimum lies at 1.12 eV from the top of the VB and is

located at about 0.85 from the zone boundary along the ∆-direction. The first Γ

state is found higher in energy, i.e., at 3.4 eV from the VB [108].

Ge is another indirect bandgap semiconductor whose band structure is re-

ported in Fig. 12b. Its VB maximum at the Γ-point is degenerate and consists

of HH and LH states, while the SO band lies 290 meV below the top of the VB

[108]. The CB absolute minimum is located at the L-point at ∼0.660 eV above the

top of the VB and it possesses a fourfold degeneracy. The remaining CB minima

are found at Γ and X points and are higher in energy by about 136 meV and 200

meV with respect to the L-point absolute minima, respectively [109]. The close

proximity of the direct and indirect transitions make Ge a quasidirect semicon-

ductor.

Sn lies a row below the Ge in the periodic table. It undergoes a phase transition

from its α-Sn phase with diamond cubic lattice structure to a metallic phase (β-

Sn) with a body-centered tetragonal structure. This transition occurs at 13.2◦C

[98] and leads to a volume change of approximately 26% [110]. Interestingly, Sn

possesses a peculiar band structure that results in a gapless material [111, 112].

In particular, the Groves–Paul model (GP) [113] describes α-Sn as a semi-metal

with overlap between the conduction and valence band, which lead to a negative

bandgap of -0.41 eV [31, 113].

It has been reported that α-Sn shows an inversion of the CB and VB bands at

zone centre, due to the negative bandgap [33, 114, 115]. This effect causes α-Sn

to show topological insulating properties in thin epilayer, opening new fascinating

possibilities [116–118].

By comparing results shown in Figs. 12a-c, ∆S O increases from Si (44 meV)

to Ge (290 meV) to Sn (> 600 meV [33]). Considering the nature of the SO band,

a greater separation is a direct consequence of the stronger SOC of Sn with respect
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Figure 12: Calculated band structures of Si, Ge and α-Sn at room temperature
with a self-consistent pseudopotential method [119].

to both Ge and Si, which can be ultimately ascribed to its higher atomic number.

Like Si and Ge, Si1−xGex is an indirect bandgap semiconductor. The top of

the VB lies always at the zone centre, however the location of the CB minimum

changes from the ∆ valleys at Ge molar fraction x < 0.85 (Si-like character) to the

L valleys (Ge-like character) for x ≥ 0.85 [120]. In Figs. 13a and b we report the

indirect and direct excitonic bangap as a function of the Ge content of the alloy

[120]. The behaviour can be described by the following equations (expressed in

eV) [120]:

Edirect = 4.185 − 3.296 x (36)

Eindirect =

1.155 − 0.43 x + 0.206 x2 i f x < 0.85

2.010 − 1.27 x i f x ≥ 0.85
(37)
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Figure 13: (a) Indirect and (b) direct bandgap in Si1−xGex alloys [120].

The kink that is visible along the straight line of Fig. 13a originates only from the

change in the character of the minimum. No change in the crystalline structure

is found at that composition since the diamond-like structure holds for the entire

composition range.

The increasing of the SOC with the atomic mass can be exploited to engineer

spin-dependent phenomena. For instance, by alloying Sn with Ge we expect to

have an effective degree of freedom to further enrich the already interesting spin

physics of Ge. Furthermore, Ge1−xSnx are appealing materials thanks to the tun-

able bandgap that lies in the short-wavelength infrared range, a technologically

useful window for various applications such as environmental- and bio-sensing

[121, 122].

One of the most appealing properties that characterize this alloy is the pre-

dicted transition from indirect to direct bandgap [32, 33, 123, 124]. Over the

years, the calculations restricted the Sn concentration required for the transition

within the range of 6-11 % [32, 123, 124] for the case of unstrained Ge1−xSnx.

The direct bandgap nature could enable the realization of efficient emitting de-

vices for optoelectronics on Si, which are so far limited by the inefficient second

order recombination processes of the indirect nature of elemental group IV ma-
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Figure 14: Bandgap dependence of Ge1−xSnx as a function of the Sn composition
x at room temperature is presented as solid lines for the Γ point (red) and L valley
(blue) [33]. The curves are obtained from Eq. 38.

terials. Only in 2015 PL measurements and optically stimulated lasing action on

partially relaxed Ge1−xSnx samples with 0.08 ≤ x ≤ 0.126 grown on Ge-buffered

Si (001) substrates provided indeed a compelling experimental demonstration of

a true indirect-to-direct crossover [34].

Recently, lasing [125, 126] and competitive photodetection efficiencies [127,

128] have been demonstrated for various Ge1−xSnx-based devices, moving for-

ward the integration of optical devices into the well-established Si-based technol-

ogy.

The Γ and L bandgap dependence with Sn composition has been described by

a 30-bands k·p method adopted by Song et al. [33]:Eg(Γ) = 0.814 − 3.467 x + 2.277 x2

Eg(L) = 0.670 − 1.74 x + 2.862 x2
(38)

In Fig. 14 we have reported the curves described by Eq. 38 showing the Γ-L

crossover [33].
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7 Heterostructures

In this thesis we focus on quantum wells since this two-dimensional system offers

a way to investigate the Rashba physics emerging in group IV heterostructures.

Here we provide some basic descriptions of QW and we introduce some notable

properties that are inherent to low-dimensionality structures.

7.1 Band alignment

A fundamental property offered by the realization of heterostructures is the oppor-

tunity to manipulate the behaviour of electrons and holes through band engineer-

ing. Within the band engineering, a core problem consists in the way in which the

CB and the VB of the barrier and well align with respect to each other.

Consider a heterojunction between two materials A and B, with EA
g < EB

g .

The simplest theory to describe the how the band structure align at the interface

between material A and B is given by the Anderson’s rule [129]. This is based

on the electron affinity χ of the materials, the energy required to take an electron

from the bottom of the conduction band Ec to the vacuum level where it can escape

from the crystal. Anderson’s rule states that the vacuum level of the two materials

of a heterojunction should be lined up, as in Fig. 15. This shows immediately that

∆Ec = EB
c - EA

v = χ
A - χB. Although it is easy to measure the difference in band

gap, it is much more difficult to find out the correct positioning of the individual

bands [129]. Nevertheless, three possible configurations can occur:

• Type-I: the narrower bandgap is completely enclosed within the wider bandgap

as shown in Fig. 16a. In this condition both electrons and holes are con-

fined within the same region. From an optical point of view the confinement

significantly increases the overlap of the electron-hole wavefunctions. This

causes a higher recombination efficiency with respect to bulk system as well

as type-II alignment [130];

• Type-II: this situation is well described in Fig. 16b. Here only one type or
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of the alignment of the bands at a hetero-
junction between materials A and B following the Anderson’s rule, based on the
alignment of the vacuum levels [129]. χA and χB are the electron affinities of the
materials A and B, respectively, while ∆Ec (∆Ev) is the difference between the
minimum (maximum) of the CB (VB) in the two materials.

carrier is confined in one material and the other is energetically favoured

to end up in the other one. It is clear that in this case the overlap of the

electron-hole wavefunctions is reduced with respect to previous case with a

consequently reduced recombination efficiency;

• Type-III: in this case the CB of one material overlaps with the VB of the

other, as illustrated in Fig. 12c. Electrons and holes therefore can transfer

freely from VB to CB [129].

The electronic properties of Si1−xGex/Si1−yGey for any x and y Ge concentra-

tions are thoroughly discussed in various reviews and their results are reported in

Figs. 17a and b [97, 131–134]. In particular, Reference [131] provides a complete

description of VB and CB band alignments. By changing the x and the y Ge com-

positions (see Fig. 17b) we can distinguish four regions. In region (i) and (iv) the

band alignment results in a type-II, in region (iii) the band alignment belongs to
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Figure 16: Pictorial representation of (a) type-I, (b) type-II and (c) type-III band
alignments in heterostructures.

type-I and finally in region (ii) no confinement is expected in the well.

Since type-I is suitable for optoelectronic application, as already pointed out

before, various experimental works investigated the electronic/optical properties

of this system [135–138]. Likewise, our investigation is carried out on Ge QWs

embedded in Ge-rich (85 %) Si1−xGex barriers. This ensures that the devices fall

in region (iii) of Fig. 17b, where a type-I alignment is present. Thus, we can

exploit the positive effects on the optical recombination process offered by this

type of carrier confinement.

On the other hand, the nature of the band lineups in Ge1−xSnx/Ge heterojunc-

tions is still facing open questions. Different works agree on a type-I alignment

for at the zone centre for a Sn content up to 9 % in Ge1−xSnx/Ge junctions [139–

143].

A significant difference is found when considering the L states of the QW. In

particular, the results of the calculations presented in Refs. [139, 141, 142] predict

a type-I alignment for the Ge band edge states and the confining potential changes

depending on the Sn content and the strain level. For example, in Ref. [142] for

pseudomorphic (1.3 % compressive strain) Ge0.92Sn0.08/Ge QW they calculated a

confining potential for L states of approximately 150 meV while in Ref. [139]
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Figure 17: (a) Calculated bandgap for different Ge concentration (x and y values)
of a Si1−xGex layer grown on (001)-oriented Si1−yGey buffer. (b) Band profiles
showing four regions with different band alignment. Energies are in eV. Adapted
from Ref. [131].

for pseudomorphic (0.6 % compressive) Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge QW they found a much

shallower confinement of approximately 10 meV; moreover in Ref. [141] for un-

strained Ge1−xSnx/Ge QW the potential was found to be approximately 50 meV

at Sn content of 5 as well as 12.6 % and reducing to approximately 20 meV when

the 12.6 % QW was fully compressively strained. On the other hand, for similar

values of strain and Sn content there are literature results that suggest a type-II

alignment [143]. This uncertainty can be ascribed to the parameters used in the

various simulations; notably there are no experimental confirmations to corrobo-

rate any of the proposed alignments for the L-states. A complete knowledge of

these states is important both for the obtaining reliable simulations of the band

structure as well as for developing a proper description of carrier dynamics to de-

termine electrical and optical properties of this compound. Our results, presented

in Ch. 10.2, provide an experimental evidence supported by a theoretical descrip-

tion that suggest the achievement of a type-II band alignment in fully strained (∼

1 %) Ge0.91Sn0.09/Ge QW.
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7.2 Strain effects on energy band

The band structure is greatly affected by the strain introduced in the epitaxial layer.

All the investigated samples in this thesis are under strain. For our p-i-n diode the

stack of 50 Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QW adapts its lattice constant to underneath Si0.10Ge0.90

substrate resulting in a compressively strained well and a tensile strained barriers.

This condition is suitably chosen so that the average lattice constant of the whole

well-barrier stack matches that of the substrate reducing the overall strain and

allowing for the growth of a 2-µm-thick region with a good optical quality.

Likewise, for our Ge0.91Sn0.09/Ge QW the well layer adapts to the barrier lat-

tice, resulting in compressively strained layers due to the pseudomorphic growth.

The strain description used so far can be manipulated and rewritten in a such a

way that the total strain is decoupled into two components [144]: the hydrostatic

strain (ϵhyd), corresponding to the fractional volume change, and the uniaxial strain

(ϵuni). We obtain:

ϵhyd = ϵhh + ϵkk + ϵzz (39)

ϵuni = ϵ⊥ − ϵ∥ (40)

This representation turns out to be useful when describing the optical proper-

ties such as bandgaps, electronic level shifts and energy level splitting. In general

the hydrostatic strain affects the position of the band, shifting it to higher or lower

energy. The uniaxial strain typically removes the degeneracy between HH and

LH, giving rise to two subbands that are separated in energy. In Fig. 18 we illus-

trate a typical behaviour of these two strain components on energy level.

The evolution of direct (Es
Γ
) and indirect (Es

L) gap energy for a strained group

IV material can be described by the following formulas [34, 147, 148]:

Es
Γ = Eu

Γ + (aΓC − aV)(2ϵ∥ + ϵ⊥) + bs(ϵ⊥ − ϵ∥) (41)

Es
L = Eu

L + (aL
C − aV)(2ϵ∥ + ϵ⊥) + bs(ϵ⊥ − ϵ∥) (42)

where Eu
Γ and Eu

L are the energy gap of the unstrained materials, aΓ,LC , aV are the
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Figure 18: Hydrostatic and uniaxial strain effects on a doubly degenerate band.
Hydrostatic strain shifts the band edge either to higher or lower energy, while
uniaxial strain removes the degeneracy of the bands [97].

Si Ge Sn
[eV] [eV] [eV]

Eu
Γ

4.185 0.80 -0.41
Eu

L 1.65 0.66 0.09
aΓC 1.98 -8.24 -6.00
aL

C -0.66 -1.54 -2.14
aV 2.46 1.24 1.58
bs -2.1 -2.9 -2.7

C11 165.8 128.5 69.0
C12 63.9 48.2 29.3

Table 2: Si [145], Ge [145] and Sn [146] deformation potentials at room temper-
ature.
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Figure 19: The conduction band, valley structure and valence band splitting of
(a) uniaxial tensile strained Si or Si1−xGex grown on a (100) Si1−yGey substrate
with x < y, (b) bulk Si and relaxed (100) Si1−xGex with x < 0.85 and (c) uniaxial
compressively strained (100) Si1−xGex grown on a Si1−yGey substrate with x > y
[97].

hydrostatic deformation potentials and bs is the shear deformation potential. The

relevant parameters of Eqs. 41 and 42 for Si, Ge and Sn are reported in Tab. 2.

The effect of strain in Si1−xGex alloys is schematically shown in Fig. 19.

Strain plays an important role also in the band structure of Ge1−xSnx alloys

where the same equations hold. Different calculations performed with non-local

pseudopotential method (Ref. [32]) as well as 30 band k·p method (Ref. [149])

unveiled that tensile strain results in reduction of the energy separation between L

and Γ conduction band valleys; effect qualitatively similar to increase the Sn con-

tent. This raises an interesting possibility of employing tensile strained Ge1−xSnx
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Figure 20: Bandgaps at the Γ-valley (solid) and L-valley (dashed) of Ge1−xSnx

alloy with different Sn compositions versus (a) uniaxial strain and (b) biaxial strain
along the <100> direction [149].

alloys for achieving a direct bandgap material. Indeed, a combination of strain and

Sn alloying, may be able to relax the requirements on both the amount of Sn as

well as the tensile strain needed for inducing indirect to direct bandgap crossover,

thereby facilitating towards the achievement of a direct bandgap material.

The bandgaps at Γ and L-valley as a function of the uniaxial and biaxial strain

along (100) direction for a range of Sn compositions are shown in Figs. 20a and b,

respectively. The bandgap at L-valley decreases with the increase of strain while

at Γ-valley we observe a monotonic behaviour throughout the range of uniaxial

strain, regardless of the compressive to tensile nature [149]. For the biaxial strain,

however, the bandgap at L-valley hardly changes under the influence of the com-

pressive strain as shown in Fig. 20b. For both uniaxial and biaxial tensile strain,

the decreasing rate of the Γ-valley is faster than that of the L-valley bandgap as

shown in Figs. 20a and 20b. At a fixed Sn composition, tensile strain can also

push the minimum of the CB at Γ-valley across with the maximum of the VB,

causing the tensile-strained Ge1−xSnx alloy to have zero bandgap at the centre of

the Brillouin zone. When this occurs, the CB and VB reverse in energy and it

becomes meaningless to continue referring to the bandgap in L-valley (thus the
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Figure 21: Uniaxial (red) and biaxial (blue) tensile strain required to induce in
Ge1−xSnx an indirect-to-direct bandgap transition. The green and light blue curves
show the bandgap of Ge1−xSnx alloys under uniaxial and biaxial strain, respec-
tively. The dashed line highlights the indirect-to-direct transition point. All results
have been obtained from a 30 band k·p simulation [149].
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vertical dashed lines in Figs. 20a and b) [149].

A clearer picture is offered by Fig. 21 where we can see from blue and red data

that tensile strain yields a lower Sn requirement for the direct-to-indirect transi-

tion, regardless of the uniaxial or biaxial strain, compared to the unstrained case

that is marked by the vertical dashed line [149]. On the contrary, a compressive

strain pushes the transition to a higher Sn content. For example, if we consider a

biaxial strain of 1 % we find that a Sn molar fraction of ∼3.8 % is required for the

tensile strained material to become direct bandgap while it becomes ∼10 % for

the case of compressive strain.

Recent investigations showed that in a Ge0.94Sn0.06 sample grown on Ge, which

inherently possessed a compressive strain of -0.32 %, a tensile strain could be

applied by using a SiNx stressor layer [150]. The application of 1.45 % tensile

strain to these structures caused a transition into a direct bandgap alloy [150].

This demonstrates that strain engineering in this system can give appealing results

and possibilities towards the fabrication of a device with tunable properties.

In this thesis all Ge1−xSnx samples are made from either partially-relaxed or

compressive strained material and thus all possess an indirect bandgap.

7.3 Quantum wells

QWs are two-dimensional heterostructures in which electrons and holes are spa-

tially confined in a region characterized by a thickness comparable to their de

Broglie wavelength. Typically, carrier confinement is achieved by embedding a

layer of a lower bandgap semiconductor with a thickness in the nanometer range,

which defines the well region, into a matrix of a higher bandgap semiconductor,

dubbed barrier (see Fig. 22a).

QW have attracted a great interest in the scientific community over the years

since they offer the possibility to strongly modify the bulk electronic structure to

achieve better optical performances. The localization of carriers in a spatially-

reduced region can lead to an increased efficiency of the radiative recombination,

thus enhancing, i.e., the PL signal [130].
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Figure 22: (a) Sketch of a single quantum well system. Material A constitutes the
well, material B the barrier. (b) Finite-height quantum well where we show the
first two confined levels and the corresponding wavefunctions. V0 is the confining
potential and L is the width of the well. Adapted from [76].

The energy levels can be calculated in the approximation of the envelope wave

function [151–153] using a Kane model [154] for describing the electron and hole

states. This model requires the following assumptions: the interface potential is

strongly localized at the A-B interface, which means that the interface potential is

delta-like when compared to the scale of variation of the envelope wave function

and it does not mix the band-edge wave functions but only shifts them. It can then

be shown that the wavefunction ψ(z) can be written in the form [151]:

ψ(z) =
∑
A,B

e i k⊥· r uA,B
n,k (r) χn(z) (43)

where z is the growth direction, k⊥ is the transverse electron wave vector, u A,B
c,k (r)

is the Bloch wave function in material A or B and χn(z) is the envelope wavefunc-
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tion, determined by the Schrödinger-like equation:(
−

ℏ2

2 m∗
∇2 + Vn(z)

)
χn(z) = ϵn χn(z) (44)

where m∗ is the effective mass of the A or B material, Vn(z) represents the potential

introduced by a perturbation such as the potential profile of the well and ϵn is the

energy of the carriers.

To solve Eq. 44 we must satisfy the continuity of the wavefunction χ(z) at the

interface as well as the conservation of the particle current, that is 1
m∗(z) [∂χ(z)/∂z].

We can now focus for on the CB, shown in Fig. 22b, by simply considering

that an analogous treatment can be done for the VB. For any real case we have

Vn(z) = V0 < ∞. From symmetry considerations we get:

χn(z) =


A cos(kz) if − L/2 < z < L/2

B e−κ (z−L/2) if z > L/2

B e+κ (z+L/2) if z < −L/2

(45)

with eigenvalues:

ϵn =


ℏ2k2

2 m∗A
within the well

V0 −
ℏ2κ2

2 m∗B
within the barrier

(46)

By applying both continuity conditions, we end up with:

A cos(k L/2) = B (47)

A(k/m∗A) sin(k L/2) = κB/m∗B (48)

which can be combined into:

(k/m∗A) tan(k L/2) = κ/m∗B (49)
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Figure 23: Schematic of the conduction band close to the interface of a
modulation-doped heterostructure showing how electrons are separated from their
donors. (a) Represents the moment the heterojuntion is made while (b) shows
what happens to the carriers and the bandedge at the equilibrium after the charge
transfer [129].

This equation can be solved numerically to obtain the number of bound states in

the well.

7.3.1 Modulation doping

A low-dimensional system on its own is not enough to study the Rashba physics

since the breaking of inversion symmetry is required, as described in Ch. 2. In

our devices we achieve SIA via an asymmetric modulation doping.

It is worth noticing that advancements in high-performance transport devices

were made by Dingle et al. [155] through the introduction of n-type modula-

tion doping. Their device was composed of a GaAs-AlxGa1−xAs heterojuntion

where only the higher bandgap layer was doped, while the GaAs layer remains

nominally undoped. The underlying idea is that, at equilibrium, charge transfer

occurs across a heterojunction to equalize the chemical potential on both sides

[156]. The charge-transfer effect, which is schematically shown in Fig. 23 for

the case of electrons in CB, makes possible to obtain conducting electrons in a

high-purity, high-mobility semiconductor channel spatially separated by potential

scattering centres. Since then, this technique has become a common practice in

various semiconductor devices [142, 157–159].
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The impressive development of the subject is due to the applicability both to

basic science (two-dimensional physics [158], quantum Hall effect [142, 157])

and to very high-performance devices, e.g. HEMT (high-electron-mobility tran-

sistor), TEGFET (two-dimensional electron-gas FET) [160], SDHT (selectively

doped heterostructure transistor), and MODFET (modulation-doped FET) [161].

7.3.2 Magnetotransport in 2D systems

By exploiting a modulation doping technique it is possible to achieve a high mo-

bility in the QW and the formation of a 2DEG or a 2DHG. One way to determine

the formation of a 2DEG is by performing transport measurement in a magnetic

field as the Hall effect exhibits qualitatively new features. In the following we deal

with the case of 2DEG; however, the whole discussion holds also for a 2DHG.

The Hall effect appears when a conductor is placed in a magnetic field, as

shown in Fig. 24a. The charge carriers flowing through the conductor are de-

flected due to the Lorentz force (FL) causing a transverse, or Hall voltage (Vxy),

between the sides of the material, perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the

direction of the current (I). The Hall voltage is linearly proportional to the mag-

netic field (B), while the longitudinal voltage (Vxx) is magnetic field independent.

Therefore when measuring the longitudinal (ρxx) and the Hall (ρxy) resistivity the

same behaviour is found, as shown in Fig. 24b with black and red lines respec-

tively. These are the classical Hall effect signatures in semiconductors.

However, in presence of a 2DEG, the integer quantum Hall effect is observed

[162]. In this case, ρxy changes in steps with plateau structures occurring as the

magnetic field is increased, as shown in Fig. 24c with red line. At the same time,

when a plateau is observed, ρxx drops to zero creating an oscillatory behaviour

shown in Fig. 24c as black line. These features are know as the Shubnikov-de

Haas oscillations of the longitudinal magnetoresistance [162].

For a magnetic field (B) along the z direction the energy spectrum of the elec-
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trons can be described as:

El =
ℏ2kz

2

2me
+ ℏωc (l + 1/2) (50)

where El is the l-th quantized level, ωc = eB/me is the cyclotron frequency and

l is a positive integer number. These levels, known as Landau levels, are further

split by the Zeeman energy. The cyclotron and Zeeman energies are linearly pro-

portional with B, thus moving to higher energy as B is increased. Each energy

level depopulates as it passes through the Fermi energy, causing a measurable

oscillation in the longitudinal resistivity. Since thermal energy can promote elec-

trons from one level to another, such phenomena emerge when measurements are

conducted at low temperature, typically in the range of hundreds of mK [162].

7.3.3 Quantum-confined Stark effect

In a confined system, the electric field causes an effect on the energy levels and

carriers wavefunction known as the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) [76,

164].

If we restrict ourselves to the case of QW centered at z = 0 with a type-I band

alignment. Whenever an electric field (Ez) is applied along the growth direction

of the QW, the potential energy of a confined electron changes according to:

∆Ee = e z Ez (51)

where ∆Ee is the energy shift from the unperturbed case and e is the electron

charge. The potential energy, thus, gains a linear term as a function of distance

along the z axis.

This gives rise to different effects:

• the variation of the confining potential causes the CB and VB to tilt. This

changes the QW from a square to a triangular profile causing a renormal-

ization of the wavefunctions as well as a change in the positioning of the
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Figure 24: (a) Schematic showing the Hall effect measurement setup in a standard
Hall bar geometry with arbitrary sizes. Vxx and Vxy voltages are measured along
and perpendicular to the current flow. The conventional current I flows along the
main channel. The Lorenz force FL is perpendicular to the magnetic field (B) and
the charge carrier motion. In the lower panels we show the ρxx and ρxy plotted as
a function of B. (b) Classical Hall effect behavior, where ρxy is proportional to B
while ρxx is constant. (c) Typical signatures of the quantum Hall effect where ρxy

shows plateaus, with ρxx going to zero at the same time. Adapted from [163].
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energy levels [129]. The overall effect of the electron and hole level reposi-

tioning is a reduction of the bandgap (see Fig. 25a and b);

• the electric field pushes the electrons and holes in opposite directions. The

concomitance of this effect with the triangular profile of the well causes

the new wavefunctions to be no more symmetric with respect to the centre.

In particular, the maximum of the wavefunctions of electron and hole are

found in opposite direction with respect to the centre and closer to the inter-

face between the well and the barrier (see Fig. 25b);

• when considering the zero field case the electron-hole overlap4 is high since

the maxima are both found at the centre of the well. On the contrary, the

wavefunction shift caused by the electric field reduces the overlap (see Fig.

25b).

There exist no analytical way to determine the wavefunctions of a finite-height

well. Therefore a numerical simulation is required if we want to study the QCSE

in real systems. However, for the purpose of understanding, in the following we

exploit the exact solution found for infinite barriers. Perturbation theory in this

case gives the shift (∆E) to the first level in a small electric field as [165]:

∆E = −24
(

2
3π

)6 e2Ez
2m∗d4

ℏ2 (52)

where e is the electron charge, Ez is the electric field, m∗ is the effective mass and

d is the well width. Equation 52 predicts a negative shift which means that the

bandgap shrinks with the electric field. Notably, for infinite barriers the reduction

scales quadratically with the electric field.

4The electron-hole overlap is defined as Mnn′ =
∫ +∞
−∞
Ψ∗en′ (z)Ψhn(z)dz where n and n′ are the nth

hole state and the n’th electron state, Ψ∗en′ the electron wavefunction in the n’th state and Ψhn the
hole wavefunction in the nth state. Mnn′ describes how much the two wavefunctions are spatially
superimposed with important implication in band-band transitions [76, 129].
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Figure 25: (a) Schematic of the QW under no applied bias. (b) Manifestation of
the quantum-confined Stark effect. Upon application of an electric field (Ez) we
observe the tilt of the bandedges, with a consequent reduction of the bandgap, as
well as the shift of the wavefunctions baricentres to opposite directions [76]. In
the figure e1 (hh1) is the first confined state in the CB (VB). The horizontal dashed
lines are a guideline to highlight the reduction of the bandgap.

Of interest in this thesis, the QCSE can be observed with a PL measurement

as it affects the optical transitions of a device. For example, the bandgap reduction

caused by the electric field can be observed as a redshift of the emission. Addi-

tionally, the reduced overlap of the wavefunctions has a negative impact on the

intensity of the PL signal. As a matter of fact, the overlap describes the probabil-

ity of the transition between two states, thus expecting a loss of emission intensity

when the overlap becomes smaller.

In this thesis we will consider Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QW embedded in a p-i-n diode,

as the type-I band alignment of this system (see Fig. 26) offers a suitable platform

to observe the QCSE. In this device the external electric field can additionally

tune the total electric field across the heterostructure, thus allowing for a precise

investigation.

Application wise, the QCSE is routinely used in high-performance QW mod-

ulators for telecommunications [138, 167, 168]. It possesses a number of attrac-

tive properties that allow for integrable modulators with only micrometres of path

length [169], as well as devices at telecommunications wavelengths of ∼ 1.55 µm
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Figure 26: Calculated band offsets and square modulus of the wavefunctions of
electron and hole in confined states in a 10-nm-thick Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QW [166].

[170]. Kuo et al. [138] were the first to demonstrate in 2005 a clear quantum

confinement effects in the absorption spectra of Ge QWs, associated with zone

centre transitions, and in addition a clear and strong QCSE. The two peaks found

in the absorption coefficient of Fig. 27a are assigned to HH1-cΓ1 (0.88 eV at 0

V) and LH1-cΓ1 (0.91 eV at 0 V) transitions. With a reverse bias from 0 to -4V,

both peaks are redshifted by the QCSE. The HH1-cΓ1 moves from 0.88 eV (0 V)

to 0.85 eV (-4 V) and remains visible even at the maximum reverse bias of -4 V,

while the LH1-cΓ1 washes out for bias greater than -3 V. The strong modulation

is found to be comparable to III-V materials (see Ref. [171]) at similar wave-

lengths despite the indirect nature of Ge. A theoretical modeling from Virgilio

and Grosso supported the experimental results by calculating the electronic struc-

ture of the system through first-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian with sp3d5s∗

orbitals and spin-orbit coupling (details on the model can be found in Ref. [172]).

The agreement between the theory (Ref. [172]) and the experiment (Ref. [138])

is very good confirming also the quadratic dependence of the QCSE on the field

strength as proposed in Eq. 52.
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Figure 27: (a) Absorption coefficient measured at room temperature in
Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 quantum wells. The reverse bias is changed from 0 to 4 V [138].
The peak at 0.88 eV at 0 V is attributed to the HH1-cΓ1 transition and the peak at
0.91 eV at 0 V to the LH1-cΓ1 transition. (b) Stark shift calculated for HH1-cΓ1
and LH1-cΓ1 transitions though first-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian [172].
Experimental points from Ref. [138] are reported as crosses.

Successive studies have confirmed that group IV materials can be success-

fully exploited for applications such as silicon-based electro-absorption modula-

tors [137, 173].
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8 Chemical vapour deposition

Our samples are heteroepitaxially grown by means of chemical vapour deposition

(CVD). CVD is a widely-used materials processing technology in which thin films

are formed on a heated substrate via a chemical reaction of gas-phase precursors.

CVD offers tunable deposition rates as well as high-quality products with excel-

lent conformality since it relies on controllable chemical reactions. Usually, CVD

does not require ultra-high vacuum environments, making it a popular technology

for different fields such as electronics, optoelectronics and surface modification

applications [174].

In the CVD growth the process consists of the following steps (Fig. 28). First,

a mass-controlled reactant gas flows into the reactor. These reactant gases either

form intermediate reactants and gaseous by-products or diffuse directly to the sub-

strate. In both cases, the reactant gases and the intermediate reactants are adsorbed

onto the heated substrate surface and then diffuse. These continuous reactions at

the gas–solid interface lead to a thin film formation via nucleation, growth and

coalescence as well as formation of reaction by-products. Finally, any gaseous

species (both products and unreacted precursors) desorb and are removed from

the reaction zone.

Many different CVD versions have been developed for different purposes. For

example the operating pressure can be changed, such as ultra-high vacuum (UHV)

or reduced-pressure (RP) CVD, or the chemical reaction can be favoured by ad-

ditional components, such as for plasma-enhanced (PE) or photo-assisted (PA)

CVD, or can be used for specific purpose, such as metal-organic (MO) for the

growth of III-V compounds or oxidative CVD for polymer films [174, 175]. For

the scope of this thesis only the relevant low-energy plasma-enhanced (LEPE) and

RP CVD processes are described.
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Figure 28: Schematic of the general elementary CVD processes [174]. In the first
step (a) the reactant gases flow into the reactor. Then, there are two possibilities
for the reactant gases: direct diffusion and adsorbtion onto the substrate (b and c);
or formation of intermediate reactants and by-products via the gas-phase reaction
(d) and deposition onto the substrate by diffusion (b) and adsorption (c). Surface
diffusion and heterogeneous reactions (e) take place on the surface of substrate
before the formation of thin films or coatings. Finally, by-products and unreacted
species are desorbed from the surface and forced out of the reactor as exhausts (f)
[174].
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8.0.1 Low-energy plasma-enhanced CVD

In this thesis the Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QW are grown via LEPECVD. The LEPECVD

is a technique that is suitable for the growth of Si1−xGex/Si1−yGey heterostructures

and benefits from a high growth rate and low substrate temperature [176–178].

Conventional CVD techniques are limited by the exponential suppression of the

growth rate with the substrate temperature [179], that causes the desorption of the

H from the surface. In LEPECVD process an arc current of 20-80 A is struck

between the source and the chamber, generating an arc voltage of less than 30 V

to sustains the plasma. This implies that the ion energy is low enough (10 eV) not

to cause any damage to the crystal structure. A magnetic field drives the plasma

onto the substrate which is thermally regulated by a graphite heater. Precursor

gases like SiH4 and GeH4 are used for the materials growth, while PH3 and B2H6

are diluted in Ar and used for doping. H2 can be introduced as well to clean the

surface or to change the mobility of adatoms, regulating the growth dynamics.

This technique makes the growth rate and film composition independent of the

substrate temperature. The magnetic field strength, the gas flow as well as the

plasma arc current can be tuned to vary the growth rate between 0.1 nm/s up to 10

nm/s with substrate temperature of 450-750 ◦C [180, 181].

8.0.2 Reduced-pressure CVD

In this thesis the Ge1−xSnx samples have been grown by RPCVD. In the RPCVD a

lower pressure is used to decrease any unwanted gas phase reactions, and also in-

creases the uniformity across the substrate. This technique is used for the growth

of Ge1−xSnx alloy since it offers the possibility to obtain proper nonequilibrium

conditions required to overcome the low solid solubility of Sn in Ge [182, 183].

As described in Ch. 6, one of the main issue for the growth of Sn-rich Ge1−xSnx

epilayers is the Sn segregation since Sn has a comparably low free surface en-

ergy [184, 185]. To prevent segregation, the temperature must be kept as low as

possible, since a low growth temperature reduces the mobility of Sn adatoms, hin-
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dering the Sn clusterization. The RPCVD allows for the growth to be performed

at a relatively low substrate temperature of in the range of 250-350 ◦C [186–189].

The CVD sources that are normally used in synthesis of Si-based semiconduc-

tors are the hydrides SiH4, GeH4, Si2H6 and Ge2H6. The analogous compounds

of Sn, stannene (SnH4) and distannene (Sn2H6), are unstable at room temperature

because of the significantly lower Sn–H bond energy [103]. The availability of

stable precursors prevented the development of CVD-grown Ge1−xSnx alloys for a

long time. First trials were performed by using C6H5SnD3 [103] and SnD4 [190],

however it was only in 2011 when Vincent et al. introduced SnCl4, in combination

with Ge2H6, that the epitaxy of Ge1−xSnx alloy started to become accessible [104].

SnCl4 is a stable and commercially available precursor that is used in glass indus-

try for SnO2 coatings [31]. One of the most important achievements enabling

high quality CVD-grown Ge1−xSnx alloys with Sn > 3 % was the development of

high quality Ge virtual substrate (VS), that is a thick layer deposited onto Si and

used as a substrate for the growth of successive layers, [191–193] representing

a convenient alternative to the expensive and brittle Ge(001) substrates. Using

Ge VS instead of growing directly on Si has significantly reduced the lattice con-

stant mismatch between substrate and epilayer and, thus, improved the crystalline

and optical quality of Ge1−xSnx alloys leading, among other things, to enhanced

optical properties and lasing action [143, 194–196].

The growth of Ge1−xSnx epilayer as well as QW samples investigated in this

thesis was performed with an ASM Epsilon 2000 Plus RPCVD epitaxial deposi-

tion system. The Epsilon is a horizontal flow, load-locked reactor, featuring a lamp

heated silicon carbide coated graphite susceptor in a cold wall quartz chamber.
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9 Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 multiple QWs p-i-n diodes

As described in Ch. 2.1, the manipulation of the spin by means of an electric

field is an appealing possibility in the spintronics field. In group IV materials this

opportunity is offered by the Rashba field, which is established in structures that

possess the SIA. In this chapter we focus on p-i-n diode structures that embeds

50 Ge QW in Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers. The presence of the Rashba field is ensured

by the intrinsic asymmetry of the p-i-n structure and the metal contacts offer the

possibility to investigate the electrical manipulation of the spin. In this chapter, at

first the electrical response is studied and then we present the optical investigation

of the spin-dependent properties.

9.1 The Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 p-i-n devices

The samples investigated in this chapter are p-i-n diodes grown by LEPECVD

where the intrinsic region is made of 50 Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 multiple QWs (MQWs).

On a Si (001) substrate, a 13 µm Si1−xGex graded buffer is deposited by linearly

increasing Ge concentration from 0 to 90 % with a step of 7 %/µm; then a fully

relaxed 2 µm constant composition Si0.10Ge0.90 layer is deposited. A 200 nm p-

type (4×1019 cm−3 with B as dopant) Si0.1Ge0.9 contact and a 200 nm Si0.1Ge0.9

spacer are then grown. The growth continues with a stack of 50 Ge MQWs with

a thickness of 17 nm sandwitched between 23 nm of Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers. Finally,

a 250 nm Si0.1Ge0.9 spacer and a 100 nm n-type (2×1019 cm−3 with P as dopant)

contact are grown to finalize the p-i-n structure. During the growth the chamber

pressure is kept at approximately 2×10−2 mbar. A chemical etching is then per-

formed consisting of 22 Bosch cycles to realize cylindrical mesa. On each chip,

4 diodes are realized with different diameters of the mesa, namely 200 µm, 300

µm, 400 µm, 500 µm. A 1-µm-thick aluminum contact is realized on both p- and

n-contact through a final lithographic step. A schematic layout of the device is

presented in Fig. 29, while a typical optical image is shown in Fig. 30. The

growth, the lithography are carried out by the L-NESS group at Politecnico di
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Milano. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement, needed to determine the well and

barrier thickness, are reported in Fig. 31.

A good optical quality is ensured by the graded buffer which reduces the effect

of the lattice mismatch between the Si substrate and the Ge-rich layers yielding

to a threading dislocation density of about 4-5×106cm−2 in the relaxed Si0.10Ge0.90

layer [197]. This value is two orders of magnitude lower than the typical threading

dislocation density of Ge layers directly grown on Si [198–200]. In order to adapt

the well and barrier lattice parameter to that of the relaxed Si0.10Ge0.90 layer, wells

and barriers experience compressive and tensile strain, respectively. Therefore, to

avoid the nucleation of defects that can arise from the growth of a µm-thick stack,

the thickness and composition of the well and barrier are carefully chosen to give

a null mean strain. We thus have:

aS =
dW aW + dB aB

dW + dB
(53)

where d is the layer thickness, a is the lattice parameter, while S, W and B refer to

substrate, well and barrier, respectively. The strain compensation achieved in this

way further consolidate that the material possesses a good optical quality.

9.2 Electrical investigation

Since all the devices have similar electric response, we present here only the re-

sults obtained for the device with a diameter of 500 µm (the investigation for the

other devices is reported in Appendix C). The dark current is recorded at different

temperatures, i.e., from 300 K to 4 K. The results are shown in Fig. 32a where we

plot the absolute values of the current. At room temperature the device possesses

a typical diode response with the forward bias measuring a higher current than in

the reverse regime. When the device is cooled down to 4 K, the rectifying behav-

ior is less pronounced. In particular, the forward regime has a stronger reduction

in the current than the reverse one so that at 4 K the direct and reverse branches

are similar in magnitude. This is attributed to two dominating contributions. The
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Figure 29: Sketch of the p-i-n device studied in this thesis.

Figure 30: Optical image of the Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QW p-i-n chip. Four cylindrical
diodes are patterned with different mesa diameters. From left to right: 500 µm,
400 µm, 300 µm, 200 µm.
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Figure 31: XRD scan of the Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 MQWs. It is possible to see features
from the underneath Si, graded buffer [201] and satellite peaks of the Ge MQWs
stack. Angular coordinate has been converted to reciprocal space coordinate. Blue
line represents the data while the yellow one is a simulation.
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Figure 32: (a) I-V characteristics at dark in the temperature range 4-300 K. (b)
I-V characteristics at 4 K under an excitation from a 1.16 eV CW laser with a spot
diameter of 50 µm by varying the illumination power density.

first is the increase of the material bandgap that occurs when the temperature is

lowered, causing a higher tunneling barrier for the majority carriers with a con-

sequent suppressed recombination current. The second contribution arises from

the thermal freezing of carriers that are less mobile, causing a reduction of the

generation current.

The device is also investigated under different illumination conditions, as re-

ported in Fig. 32b. By increasing the illumination the open circuit voltage (VOC)

shifts as expected to higher values.

The electrical response discussed here proves that the diode well behaves al-

though it is not yet optimized in terms of leakage currents.
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9.3 Device simulation

The device is simulated using the nextnano software package [202] following two

methods. For the states at the centre of the Brillouin zone, we exploited an 8-

bands k·p calculation, while for the zone edge states we used an effective mass

approximation (the code is reported in Appendix D). The bandedges of Γ, L, LH

and HH levels are calculated over the whole structure at low temperature (4 K)

and the results are reported in Fig. 33a. The simulation confirms the type-I band

alignment described in Ch. 7.1.The asymmetric doping of the device causes the

emergence of a built-in bias of approximately 0.86 V. We then turned on the exter-

nal polarization and sweep the bias from -10 to +10 V. We report these extremal

cases in Fig. 33b and Fig. 33c, respectively. In the direct polarization, we observe

that the potential barrier from the n- to the p-doped layer is reduced, favoring the

current that flows from the n-side to the p-side. On the contrary, in the indirect po-

larization the potential barrier increases, hindering the tunneling probability and

leading to a reduced recombination current.

A magnification of one QW is presented in Fig. 34a and 34b for the cases of

no bias and -8 V, respectively. We include the first level of each state together

with the calculated probability density (|Ψ|2). The choice of the levels is dictated

by the observed transitions in the PL spectrum (see Ch. 9.4). Three arrows rep-

resenting the fundamental transition energies are also reported, namely cL1-HH1

occurs at 0.752 eV, cΓ1-HH1 at 0.956 eV and cΓ2-HH2 at 1.060 eV. The excitonic

contribution has been neglected in the calculation.

The application of the external field causes a noticeable bending of the band

edges along the growth direction as well as a shift of the electron and hole proba-

bility densities in opposite directions towards the barrier/well interface. The con-

finement energy withing the well is perturbed in a way that the separation between

the levels is reduced causing the transitions to be redshifted by few meV. As ex-

plained in Ch. 7.3.3, all these aspects are a hallmark of the QCSE.
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Figure 33: Calculated bandedges of Γ, L, HH and LH states of the overall structure
at 4 K with an external bias applied of: (a) 0 V, (b) -10 V, (c) +10 V. The dashed
areas represent the n- and p-doped regions.
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Figure 34: Simulation of the main states obtained using nextnano with a 8-bands
k·p method for the states at the zone centre. For L-states we exploited an effective
mass approximation. We report also the first energy levels of each state with the
corresponding |Ψ|2 for a 4 K temperature. The arrows indicate the main transitions
that are observed in the PL spectrum with the corresponding calculated energy.
The external bias is set to (a) 0 V, (b) -8V. No excitonic contribution is taken into
account.
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Figure 35: (a) Low temperature (4 K) PL of the Ge/Si0.15Ge0.85 QW p-i-n de-
vice. The excitation is performed by a 1.165 eV laser with a power density of
3.40 kW/cm2 (the spot diameter is 50 µm). The right-handed circularly polarized
(σ+) PL component is reported as a red line, whereas the left-handed one (σ−)
is shown as a black line. The PL spectrum is obtained by merging data from a
linear InGaAs array (> 0.83 eV) and an extended InGaAs single channel detector
(< 0.83 eV). The spectral responsivity of the p-i-n diode is shown as a green line.
(b) Right-handed spectra of QWs under 3.40 kW/cm2 illumination for different
applied electric fields (in our case 1 V = 3.9 kV/cm). In the inset we show the
ratio between the LA and NP peak intensity as a function of the electric field (see
the main text for additional details).
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9.4 Optical investigation

The diodes are measured at 4 K and the PL spectrum obtained at zero external

bias is shown in Fig. 35a. Two different detectors are used for covering the whole

spectral region and the results are merged together (see Ch. A.1). In this way, both

direct and indirect radiative emissions are shown simultaneously, while ensuring

the best possible signal-to-noise ratio. Indeed, the InGaAs array detector used for

probing the direct emission has a cut-off at approximately 0.77 eV, thus limiting

the investigation of the indirect emission due to the poor quantum efficiency below

that energy threshold. On the other hand, the InGaAs single channel detector has

a cut-off energy at approximately 0.52 eV and possesses a quantum efficiency that

is higher in the spectral region of the indirect transition than in the direct one (see

Ch. A.1 for details on the detectors), thus offering a way to investigate the low

energy window.

Two main regions can be observed in the PL spectrum and the simulated en-

ergies allow for an easier attribution of the origin of the special features. All

of them arise from the Ge QWs: the peak at 0.945 eV can be attributed to the

cΓ1-HH1 recombination, whereas at lower energies the peak at 0.757 eV can be

associated to the no-phonon (NP) cL1 – HH1 transition and is accompanied by

a longitudinal-acoustic-phonon (LA) replica redshifted by about 27 meV [136,

166]. The low-energy tail of the indirect transition stems from the contribution of

the broad emission of defects, chiefly dislocations [166]. At the high energy side

of the cΓ1 – HH1 peak a small contribution can be seen at approximately 1.027

eV. The k·p calculation suggests that its origin can be found in the recombination

involving the cΓ2 and HH2 energy levels.

Additionally to the k·p calculation, our identification of the direct transitions is

further supported by spectral responsivity (SR) measurements, reported as a green

line in Fig. 35a. For this measurement the sample is illuminated by a tunable

supercontinuum laser over a wavelength range of 1150-1450 nm with a step of 2

nm. A chopper allows for an intensity-modulated analysis coupled with a lock-in

amplifier for the detection of the photocurrent signal. The zero-bias photocurrent
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is then normalized by the power of the laser at the corresponding wavelength. The

small blueshift (∼7 meV) of all the SR structures compared to the associated PL

arises from the structural fluctuation of the QW thickness, commonly referred to

as Stokes shift phenomenon [166, 203]. Possibly a superimposed effect can be

the thermal shrinkage of the bandgap due to the higher pump power (roughly 500

times) used for the PL analysis.

The excitation for the optical investigation is obtained with a right-handed

circularly polarized laser with an excitation energy of 1.165 eV and a spot diam-

eter of 50 µm. The spectra resolved for co- (σ+) and counter-circular (σ–) po-

larization with respect to the excitation are reported in Fig. 35a as red and black

lines, respectively. A sizeable intensity imbalance in observed in the polarized

PL components demonstrating the successful generation of an out-of-equilibrium

spin population through optical means.

Figure 35b shows the QW transitions at 4 K and at a fixed excitation power

density of 3.40 kW/cm2. A field-induced monotonous reduction in the emission

intensity is observed in the direct transition being accompanied by a redshift of

the peak. This experimentally confirming the presence of QCSE [137, 164, 204].

When the electric field varies from 0 to -31.4 kV/cm (-8 V) the resulting energy

shift is of about 6 meV. By changing the illumination power density no signif-

icant change is found in the peak shift due to the QCSE, although a monotonic

redshift in the peak position is visible as the power is increased (Fig. 36a). This

effect stems from the bandgap shrinkage originating from laser-induced heating.

We extract the peak shift from our calculation and compare it with our experi-

mental results, finding a satisfactory agreement (see Fig. 36b). For comparison

results from tight-binding calculations are shown as well in Fig. 36b (gray line)

[172]. The temperature effects on the peak position and on the QCSE are shown

in Appendix C where results from 4 to 125 K are reported.

The study of the QCSE on carriers dwelling at the zone edge poses interesting

and fundamental questions on how the electric field couples to phonon-mediated

transitions. This process presently remains mostly unexplored from an experi-
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Figure 36: (a) PL peak position as a function of the electric field for different illu-
mination power densities. (b) Shift of the peak with respect to the value extracted
at 0 kV/cm for each illumination condition. The orange dashed line represents
the outcome of the simulation while the gray line represents the calculation per-
formed on a similar device with a tight-binding approach [172]. In our case 1 V
= 3.9 kV/cm. A 1 meV error bar can be considered a reliable estimation of the
positioning error of the peaks.

mental and a theoretical point of view. We observe in Fig. 35b that the electric

field causes a loss of PL intensity both for the LA and for the NP indirect transi-

tions. Additionally, also the defects tail undergoes a loss of the spectral weight,

which anticipate a suppression of the carrier recombination rate from the defects

states.

Due to the presence of the defect tail we first perform a linear fit of such con-

tribution between 0.675 and 0.820 eV and remove it from the spectrum; then the

ratio between the two components is evaluated and reported in the inset of Fig.

35b. Surprisingly, we find that the bias suppresses more easily the emission from
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the LA replica than the NP emission (see inset of Fig. 35b). This suggests that

the electric field plays an important role in the momentum conservation of tran-

sitions involving phonons [cL1–HH1 (LA)] rather than structural imperfections

[cL1–HH1 (NP)]. We can explain such phenomena as two concomitant effects:

the enhancement of the NP transition due to shift of the electron wavefunction

towards the interfaces, superimposed to the depopulation of L-valley states. This

second effect arises from the bias-reduced confining potential at the band-edge

states (see Fig. 34b) which favours the tunneling of carriers out of L valley.

The indirect emission additionally shows another unexpected behaviour that is

then fact that no energy shift of the peak is found in both LA and NP transitions.

All these findings do not find correspondence in the well-established literature of

QWs based on III-V compounds and call for the need of a dedicated theoretical

and experimental analysis to explore the physics of electron-phonon interactions

under the perturbation of an electric field.

As described in Ch. 2.1, the application of an external electric field can result

in the tuning of the Rashba field with interesting consequences on the spin degree

of freedom. For this purpose we leverage optical orientation to generate an out-of-

equilibrium spin population, then via polarization-resolved PL we gather access

to the impact of an external bias on the spin-dependent properties.

We now focus on the ρcirc analysis (see Ch. 3) and begin the discussion with

the direct gap transition under CW excitation when the illumination power density

is varied.

For the case of zero external bias (red squares in Fig. 37a) we observe that

the increment of the pump power results in an upsurge of ρcirc, which is then

followed by a very smooth decrease for power densities higher than 2 kW/cm2.

This last effect is ascribed to the activation of the spin-relaxation mechanism due

to electron-hole exchange interaction [25], namely Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism,

as well as a laser-induced thermal heating of the sample. This slight loss of po-

larization is found also for the indirect transitions (open marks in Fig. 37a) in the

high-power regime, thus suggesting that similar mechanisms occur for the two
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Figure 37: (a) Degree of circular polarization (ρcirc) for different illumination con-
ditions and biases. (b) Degree of circular polarization at different electric fields
when a specific illumination condition is selected. Full marks are for the direct
transition while open marks are for the indirect transitions. All data are obtained
at 4 K. Here 1 V = 3.9 kV/cm. The uncertainty of ρcirc data is 0.5 %.

spin-polarized populations at Γ and L valleys. Due to the presence of the defect

tail that extends into the spectral region of the indirect peaks (see Fig. 35a), the

same baseline subtraction as described above is performed before evaluating the

ρcirc of the indirect transition. Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio no investigation

was possible in the low power regime for the zero-phonon transition and its LA

replica. In the high illumination regime, the indirect emission shows a faster loss

of polarization when compared to the direct transition. This can be ascribed to the

fact that, according to Eq. 21, ρcirc depends on the ratio τs/τ. Consequently, for a

given τs, the longer τ of the indirect transition compared to the direct one causes

a faster depolarization.

As pointed out above, the cΓ1-HH1 direct transition manifest a surprising in-

crement of the polarization in the low power regime. This can be attributed to

the modulation of the Rashba field by the interplay between the built-in poten-

tial of the p-i-n device and a potential arising from the photogenerated carriers.

Indeed at dark, SIA introduces a Rashba field, whose magnitude is determined

by the gradient along the growth direction of the static potential generated by the
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asymmetric doping of the device. When light is turned on, a vast majority of the

photogenerated electrons at the direct gap scatters out of the Γ valley thanks to

the strong electron-phonon coupling and accumulates at the L valleys [205, 206].

On the contrary, holes are left behind at the zone centre, since the Ge VB has a

single maximum at Γ. Here, holes eventually thermalize via the fast intravalley

scattering within the HH band, which occur on a timescale of approximately 600

fs [207]. It should be noted that the built-in voltage separates the charge carriers

causing a reduced recombination probability, as the overlap between the carrier

wavefunctions is reduced. As a result, the long carrier lifetime in the L valley typ-

ical for the indirect nature of the bandgap of Ge [136], favours the accumulation

of charges withing the heterostructure. Eventually, such L-valley electrons screen

the built-in electric field experienced by the Γ-valley electrons responsible for the

polarization of the cΓ1-HH1 transition. By increasing the power density of illu-

mination, that is by changing the number of piled-up carriers, the effectiveness of

this process can be tuned. In our case the increased power density of illumination

leads to a stronger screening of the Rashba field. This results in a reduced mixing

of the orbital character of the wavefunctions and, thus, into a higher polarization

of the cΓ1-HH1 emission [48]. The monotonic rise of the ρcirc in the low opti-

cal pump regime resembles the field dependence of ρ0 originally calculated for

asymmetric Ge/Si1−xGex QWs in Ref. [48].

It is worth noting that the ρcirc derived from the direct cΓ1 – HH1 PL peak is

known to be determined by spin-polarized electrons occupying the CB Γ levels

[208]. Indeed, the contribution from HH spins can be neglected because of the

fast depolarization caused by parity-conserving scattering from higher-energy LH

states [78, 208].

As described by Eq. 21, the polarization is proportional to the polarization at

the instant of photoexcitation (ρ0) and depends on the ratio between the electron

lifetime and the spin relaxation time. For this purpose, the direct transition can

be leveraged as a convenient tool to assess ρ0. This is possible since the fast

intervalley scattering driven by electron-phonon interactions, being of hundreds of
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femtoseconds [30], turns out to be vanishingly small compared to the electron spin

relaxation (τs ∼ few µs [25]). Consequently, the variation in the direct cΓ1–HH1

polarization is not affected by the electric field modulation of τs, but rather offers

a way for unveiling the impact of the electric field on the optical spin orientation

process [48].

To measure the direct effect of the electric field on the polarization we fix the

excitation pump and measure the ρcirc when an external bias is applied (see Fig.

37). By increasing the electric field from 0 to ∼30 kV/cm we observe a reduction

of the polarization both for the direct as well as the indirect transition, which is in

line with the theoretical prediction of Ref. [48]. Interestingly, we see from Figs.

37a and b that the dominant factor that modifies the polarization is the photo-

injection of carriers and not the application of an external bias. Such optical effect

demonstrates to be robust in the investigated bias range, i.e., over more than ∼ 30

kV/cm. These results proves the possibility of dynamically control the spin and

orbital mixing of the electron wavefunction induced by the Rashba effect, thus

providing an active way to optically engineer the spin population.

Owing to the relatively long carrier lifetime of the NP cL1–HH1 transition, we

can further investigate the carrier dynamics by performing TRPL analysis. In Fig.

38a we report the polarization-resolved decay curves of the NP peak measured at

4 K and at different excitation densities. Each co-polarized curve is normalized

and superimposed to the laser pulse curve (see Fig. 38b). The latter is obtained by

measuring the decay at an energy of 0.945 eV, that is the energy of the cΓ1-HH1

direct transition. The faster dynamics at the zone centre with respect to the laser

pulse width (∼ 15 ns) prevents us from studying the dynamics of the carriers in

such valley, yet it can be exploited as a probe for the characteristic of the laser

pulse.

For each curve of Fig. 38a, no single exponential behaviour is found but two

components are required for the description of the decay curves. We find a decay

characterized by a short effective lifetime (τindirect) of approximately 14 ns. By

comparing our results with literature data we ascribe this transient feature to the
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Figure 38: (a) Right (σ+) and left (σ−)-handed circularly polarized decay curves
measured at 0.758 eV (1636 nm) at null external bias. Different power densities
of the excitation are reported. In the inset we report the extracted carrier lifetimes
from indirect and defects transitions obtained from double exponential fits per-
formed on the average of σ+ and σ− curves for each illumination condition. (b)
σ+ decay curves at different power densities. The laser shape reported is obtained
by measuring the decay at the energy of the direct transition where the dynamics
is limited by the laser pulse width of approximately 15 ns. (c) σ+ decay curve at
various field applied under an illumination of 0.50 kW/cm2. (d) Decay curves of
ρcirc extracted for each power density. The lowest excitation is not reported for
clarity as no polarization is found. A tentative linear fit for the 0.50 kW/cm2 case
is reported with an extracted spin relaxation time of 23 ns.
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recombination processes occurring via the indirect gap [136]. A slowly decay-

ing term emerges as the first component loses intensity after few tens of ns from

the laser pump. The origin of this tail can be found in the slower recombination

processes of the defects states, which are characterized by a lifetime (τdefects) of ap-

proximately 150 ns. Aside from the expected increased intensity, the pump power

strongly affects only this second component, resulting in a significant shortening

of τdefects down to roughly 60 ns (see Fig. 38a and its inset). On contrary, the

indirect transition remains unperturbed by the illumination condition.

No trivial explanation can be made for this unexpected acceleration of the

kinetics. However relying on the dislocation barrier model [209] we can put for-

ward the following explanation. Changes in the electrostatic potential between

the charged defects and the encapsulating matrix can be either caused by an exter-

nal electric field or by any redistribution of the charge density upon illumination.

Such a mechanism can modify the local confining potential in the neighboring

of the defect site and can inhibit its function as a recombination pathway. We

point out that the present findings do not allow us to discriminate whether such

phenomenon can be due to a reduced capture cross-section of the defects rather

than the activation of non-radiative Auger recombination following a rapid filling

of the density of states of the traps. We can nevertheless find reassurance of the

proposed physical picture from the study of the PL decay when an electric field

between the contact leads is established. Figure 38c shows that also in this case,

τdefects consistently decreases upon the application of an external bias, whereas

τindirect remains unaffected.

The helicity-resolved analysis presented in Fig. 38a offers also an additional

information on the spin-dependent phenomena developing in our QWs system.

Within the investigated range a stronger illumination resulted in a widening of the

gap between the two polarization-resolved components, indicating the formation

of a more polarized electron spin population. This effect is consistent with the

extracted polarization degree as shown in Fig. 38d. Due to the negligible polar-

ization for the lowest power pump, we have not reported the data at 0.02 kW/cm2.
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Remarkably, the maximum of ρcirc increases from 13 to 22%. Due to the simulta-

neous presence of two decaying channels, the unpolarized contribution from the

defect tail can be detrimental for the extracted value of the polarization for the in-

direct transition. However we expect such term to be minor at the initial phase of

the decay dynamics and thus not to significantly modify the maximum value of the

polarization. The transient curves of ρcirc consistently unveil a non-trivial decay,

possibly due to the concomitant contribution from the defect states. This prevents

us from properly modeling the spin evolution in order to extract reliable values

of the spin relaxation time. A complex activation of the underneath contributions

is also the cause of the maximum shift observable in Fig. 38d. Neverthless, we

tentatively fit our cleanest curve obtaining τs of about 23 ns at zero bias under

an excitation power density of 0.50 kW/cm2 (dashed line associated to the green

curve of Fig. 38d)

The results are in full agreement with the optical modifications of ρ0 inferred

from the steady-state measurements of the cΓ1-HH1 polarization (Fig. 37). This

further supports our analysis and makes a stronger case for the suggested optical

control of the Rashba Hamiltonian of asymmetric Ge/Si1−xGex QWs, thus opening

new perspectives for spin control in future semiconductor spintronic devices.
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10 Emergent SOC phenomena in Ge1−xSnx hetero-
structures

Alloying Ge with Sn can further enrich the spin physics of germanium, since tin

possesses a stronger spin-orbit coupling and it offers a new degree of freedom to

tune SOC. Up to now, very little is known about the spin properties of Ge1−xSnx

alloys. Some results have been obtained by electrical transport measurements [35,

36] but very few optical investigations are found in literature [196]. The main lim-

iting factor is the infrared optical window of the material which is difficult to in-

vestigate via means of time-resolved optical techniques due to the lack of efficient

detectors at those wavelenghts. Time-correlated single-photon counting using a

superconducting nanowire detector is the core method for this kind of measure-

ment. To our knowledge the record investigated wavelength is 2065 nm, in Ref.

[196]. This is manifested in the inability of achieving an easy and direct access to

the carrier and spin dynamics alike. Another technique that can be exploited for

the study of narrow bandgap semiconductors is the time-resolved up-conversion

spectroscopy [210–212]. This method uses nonlinear optics to mix the emission

signal to a pump laser, generating an output at a frequency that is given by the

sum of the frequencies. This could in principle bring the Ge1−xSnx signal in a

more accessible spectral window, where it can be coupled to a time-resolved ap-

paratus to study the carrier kinetics. Nevertheless, to avoid expensive equipment,

complex techniques and to widen the optical window to longer wavelengths we

have focused our efforts towards a continuous-wave method by fruitfully applying

the magneto-optical technique described in Ch. 4.

This chapter presents an all optical study of Ge1−xSnx alloys that exploits

CWPL. In particular, the first part focuses on undoped epilayer samples where

we investigated the spin lifetime by means of the Hanle effect (see Ch. 4). Then

we move to modulation-doped Ge0.91Sn0.09 QW where we performed a more fun-

damental study due to the novelty of the system.
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Figure 39: Schematic representation of the Ge1−xSnx epilayer samples. The
Ge1−xSnx thickness h is reported in Table. 3.

10.1 Recombination dynamics in Ge1−xSnx epilayers

In this part of the thesis we investigated six Ge1−xSnx samples that have been

grown with increasing the Sn content from 2 to 10 %. An additional Ge buffer

layer sample was also added to the set as a reference sample.

The first step of the growth consists in the deposition of a strain-relaxed ger-

manium buffer layer on Si (100) with a thickness of 600 nm. Ge1−xSnx films are

grown on the Ge buffer layer at a temperature of approximately 270 ◦C using

SnCl4, Ge2H6 as gas precursors in an H2 atmosphere. A schematic representation

of the sample is shown in Fig. 39. The Sn content and the epilayer thickness are

measured by XRD and are reported in Table 3. Growth and XRD are carried out

by the Nano-Silicon research group of The University of Warwick.

At first, Ge1−xSnx epilayers are studied by means of CWPL at 10 K. The illu-

mination is performed by a circularly polarized Nd:YVO4 laser (1.16 eV) with an

optical power density of 3.46 kW/cm2. The obtained spectra are shown in Fig. 40

after normalizing the intensity. All curves, except for the gray one, are taken in

co-polarization with respect to the excitation.

The reference Ge buffer layer shows a high-energy PL peak at ∼0.85 eV (black
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Figure 40: PL spectra obtained at 10 K of Ge1−xSnx with x ranging from 0 (Ge
buffer, black curve) to 0.10 (violet curve) in the co-polarization configuration un-
der a 1.16 eV laser excitation with a power density of 3.4 kW/cm2 and a spot
diameter of 50 µm. The gray dash-dotted line is obtained from σ− emission
counter-polarized to the excitation and normalized for the same value of the σ+

counterpart. This shows that optical spin orientation can be achieved. The in-
set shows the energy of PL-peak maximum as a function of the Sn content. The
dashed line is a linear fit of the data. The uncertainty is smaller than the symbols
size. Adapted from [213].
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Sn content h
(%) (nm)
2 150
3 45
4 35
6 70
8 40

10 40

Table 3: Structural properties of Ge1−xSnx layers grown coherently on the almost
relaxed Ge buffer, whose residual biaxial tensile strain stems from the difference
in the thermal expansion coefficient with respect to the Si substrate. The thickness
h of each layer have been experimentally determined from XRD data.

line), corresponding to the direct bandgap recombination [214–216]. This feature

is still observable in the sample with 2% of Sn (red curve) but an additional struc-

ture emerges at approximately 0.71 eV. This peak is attributed to band-to-band

recombination events and it shows a redshift by increasing the Sn content reach-

ing 0.56 eV for Ge0.90Sn0.10, as expected from alloying Ge with Sn as well as

by increasing the compressive strain in the epilayer [217, 218]. In the inset of

Fig. 40 this reduction of the bandgap is extracted and plotted. A linear fit is out-

lined (dashed curve). This gives an intercept at about 0.75 eV at x = 0, which is

consistent with the energy expected at low temperature for the optical transition

through the indirect bandgap of bulk Ge [219]. This suggests that all the ob-

served peaks of our coherent Ge1−xSnx films originate from the indirect-band-gap

recombination. This interpretation is also in line with the Γ-L hybridization of the

conduction-band edge pointed out in Ref. [220, 221] as well as with the presence

of the compressive strain due to the pseudomorphic growth which pushes further

the indirect-to-direct transition. We point out that, despite maintaining the indirect

nature, our samples manifest the presence of the direct transition. Indeed, the PL

signal shows a monotonic broadening of the peak which can be attributed to the

approaching of the direct transition as Sn content is increased. This effect is in

line with what observed in literature [222].
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Optical spin orientation is then leveraged to achieve a out-of-equilibrium spin

population, enabling the investigation of the spin-related properties via polarization-

resolved PL (see Ch. 3). In Fig. 40 the cyan (solid) and gray (dash-dot) lines

are an example of the recorded spectra for the Ge0.94Sn0.06 in co- and counter-

polarization with respect to the excitation. To show the different PL intensity be-

tween the two configurations both curves are normalized by the maximum value

of the co-polarized curve. The extracted ρcirc for all samples is found to be ap-

proximately 12 %, demonstrating successful optical spin orientation.

To extract fundamental information on the spin dynamics a time-resolved mea-

surement is the ideal choice since it gives direct access to the lifetime. However,

we have to consider that the PL emission range of our samples is in a challenging

infrared window (∼2 µm), where time-resolved techniques are hard to be applied

due to the lack of efficient and affordable detectors. Therefore, the direct mea-

surement of carrier and spin lifetime is difficult to be implemented and other ap-

proaches would be desirable for the study of the kinetic parameters. As we have

seen in Ch. 4, the Hanle effect can be exploited with CWPL to extract the spin

lifetime information. Here we introduce this technique in the context of group-IV

materials, which have been so far overlooked due to their indirect bandgap nature.

To perform the measurements, we set the magnetic field perpendicular to the

spin quantization axis in the so-called Voigt configuration. We analyze data span-

ning the magnetic field from 0 to 110 mT and the results are shown in Fig. 41a

(a color-coded map of the PL intensity profile, from which we extracted ρcirc via

Stokes analysis, is shown in Appendix C). All data are normalized and then mir-

rored to negative values to better emphasize the Lorentzian shape of the curve. We

observe that the width of the curve is narrowest for the Ge0.94Sn0.06 sample where

the depolarization occurs at about 20 mT. On the contrary, the widest one is found

for Ge0.90Sn0.10 (the sample with the highest Sn content investigated) where the

explored field range is not sufficient to wash out the polarization.

The sizeable ρcirc observed for all the samples under nonresonant excitation

and in absence of the external magnetic field implies that τS > τ and hence, from
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Figure 41: (a) Low temperature (10 K) circular polarization degree ρcirc as a func-
tion of a transverse magnetic field (Hanle curve). Data are normalized with respect
the maximum ρcirc of each sample and mirrored to negative magnetic fields to bet-
ter emphasize the Lorentzian character. Measurements are carried out under a
1.16 eV laser excitation with a power density of 3.4 kW/cm2 and a spot diameter
of 50 µm (b) Carrier lifetime τ as a function of Sn content (black data), obtained
by assuming g = 1.48 for all samples (see the text for more details on this assump-
tion) and TS ≃ τ, where TS and τ are the spin and the carrier lifetime, respectively
(see Eq. 25) [196]. The error bar is obtained by propagating the error of approx-
imately 0.2 mT, associated with measurement of the magnetic field, from Eq. 27.
The blue curve shows the direct radiative lifetime τR estimated via the model the-
oretical calculation outlined in the Supplementary Information of Ref. [213].
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Eq. 25, that TS ≃ τ [223]. This assumption was verified experimentally in a

Ge0.95Sn0.05 sample exhibiting spin relaxation time τs = 10 ns and carrier lifetime

τ = 2 ns [196]. It is worth noticing that all the Ge1−xSnx samples examined are

grown pseudomorphically on the Ge-on-Si substrate and thus possess a built-in

compressive strain. The optical transitions observed in our PL experiments thus

allow us to gain access to the dynamics of spin-polarized electrons dwelling within

the L valleys.

Equation 27 can thus be used to extract the carrier lifetime by measuring the

FWHM of all curves. The results of the carrier lifetime are reported as black

dots in Fig. 41b. In the estimation we assumed a constant g-factor value of 1.48,

which is the only available data in literature for Ge0.95Sn0.05 alloy [196]. Actually,

this value is expected to smoothly decrease with Sn content from the pure-Ge

system of 1.6 [25, 224–226]. However, it is most likely that the variation of the

g-factor is small over the studied Sn range. This ensures that our assumption

does not introduce significant changes and also suggests that the bell-like shape

observed can not be ascribed to variations of the g-factor alone. Therefore, this

bell-like shape can be ultimately ascribed to effects on the carrier lifetime due to

the alloying with Sn.

The effective carrier lifetime lies in the order of hundreds of picoseconds and

rises to 2 ns in the Ge0.94Sn0.06 sample. Remarkably, this result compares well

with the lifetime value extracted from TRPL investigation [148, 196, 227] as well

as with the temperature-dependent PL characteristics reported in Ref. [34], as

shown in Fig. 42. This supports the effectiveness of our approach showing that

CWPL coupled to the Hanle effect can be reliably applied to the investigation of

the carrier dynamics within group IV materials.

To further unveil information of the dynamics we have to take into account that

the measured carrier lifetime τ encapsulates both radiative (τR) and non-radiative

(τNR) contributions according to [228]:

1
τ
=

1
τR
+

1
τNR

(54)
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Figure 42: Summary of the carrier lifetime of Ge1−xSnx epilayer as a function of
Sn content reported in literature. Connected blue dots are our results [213] while
other marks are available data in literature from Refs. [34, 148, 196, 227]. The
error bar is obtained by propagating the error of approximately 0.2 mT, associated
with measurement of the magnetic field, from Eq. 27.
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As the Sn content is increased we expect to observe a greater Γ-like character

of the bandgap with a corresponding monotonic decrease of τR. To understand the

measured behaviour of our experimental results, a collaboration with the Tyndall

National Institute provided a theoretical model that was exploited to describe Sn-

induced Γ-L mixing using a model Hamiltonian parametrized via atomistic alloy-

supercell electronic structure calculations (details are reported in Supplementary

Information of Ref. [213]). The results are illustrated in Fig 41b by the blue line.

The estimation of the τR decreases with Sn content reaching a minimum of 19.1

ns for the case of Ge0.95Sn0.05. The model has not taken into account electron-

hole recombination or emission and absorption of phonons. Since the inclusion

of such effects would in any case increase the lifetime, the theoretical estimation

has to be considered a lower bound on the radiative lifetime. As can be seen, the

calculated radiative lifetime is approximately one order of magnitude larger than

the measured values, thus suggesting that the limiting factor are the non-radiative

recombination processes that are fast enough to dominate the carrier kinetics.

Since Auger recombination is ruled out by the low excess carrier density that is

generated by the illumination [229], the bell-like shape is attributed to the crystal

quality of the Ge1−xSnx layers and to the challenge of minimizing crystal defects

during the CVD growth of the epitaxial thin film. As explained previously, the

low solubility of Sn in Ge requires strong-out-of equilibrium conditions to grow

Ge1−xSnx with x > 1 %. As Sn tends to segregate, low temperatures in the range of

200-300 ◦C and high growth rates are required to suppress surface diffusion and

incorporate high Sn content. However, in diluted-Sn regimes the temperature has

to be increased as the optimal Ge growth temperature is approximately 600 ◦C. A

further complication arises from the fact that the compressive strain in our samples

further reduces the Sn incorporation [230, 231]. If proper growth conditions are

not met, point defects and Sn clustering are to be expected, thus lowering the

crystal quality. Different contributions from these effects result in a non-trivial

behaviour and the best condition matches at Sn content x = 0.06. A better optical

quality results in a lengthening of the effective carrier lifetime for this particular
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h R δ
(nm) (%) (µm−1)
40 0 0
50 0 0.2
60 0.6 0.59
80 6 2.28

Table 4: Structural data of Ge0.92Sn0.08 epilayer on Ge-on-Si substrate with differ-
ent layer thickness h. The relaxation (R) is experimentally determined from XRD
data, and the linear dislocation density δ is derived from TEM images [213].

Sn fraction, causing the observed upsurge of τ and, consequently, the bell-shaped

curve of Fig 41b.

To further investigate the role of the strain on the carrier dynamics, a second set

of samples with varying thickness is analysed. This gives access to non-radiative

recombination pathways introduced by the nucleation of dislocations due to plas-

tic strain relaxation. For this purpose four samples with a Sn content of 8% and

an active layer thickness (h) varying from 40 to 80 nm are studied. The samples

are characterized via XRD, reported in Fig. 43, for the thickness measurement

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images for the estimation of linear

dislocation density (δ). The results are summarized in Table 4. Since the strain

relaxation of the 50-nm-thick sample is below the experimental sensitivity, we

estimated δ from the quadratic fit of the TEM results. This is shown in Fig. 44

where we reported the TEM data in blue dots, the parabolic fit as a gray line and

the extracted value as a red square.

In the inset of Fig. 45a we show low-temperature PL spectra. We find that

the PL intensity scales inversely with the epilayer thickness, so the 80-nm-thick

film manifests the weakest PL signal. The suppression of the emission unveils

the emergence of non-radiative recombination channels ascribed to the nucleation

of dislocations at the GeSn/Ge interface. By increasing δ, that is by increasing

the epilayer thickness, we observe a broadening of the Hanle curves reported in

Fig. 45a which implies a reduction of the effective carrier lifetime τ as illustrated
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Figure 43: High-resolution XRD ω − 2θ scan of Ge1−xSnx epilayers with three
different thicknesses: 40 (red), 50 (blue) and 60 nm (green). The well-defined
interference pattern of the peak at approximately 32.2° indicates that the Ge1−xSnx

epilayer is fully strained.

Figure 44: Linear dislocation density as a function of layer thickness for
Ge0.92Sn0.08 samples. Blue dots are the TEM-measured values that show a
quadratic increase with thickness, as depicted by the parabolic fit (grey line). The
red square is the estimation of δ for the 50-nm-thick Ge0.92Sn0.08 sample.
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Figure 45: (a) Hanle curves of the Ge0.92Sn0.08 layers with different thickness.
Hanle data are mirrored to negative magnetic fields to better emphasize the
Lorentzian shape. The inset shows the low-temperature PL spectra. Measure-
ments are obtained under a 1.16 eV laser excitation with a power density of 3.4
kW/cm2 and a spot diameter of 50 µm. The dip observed at zero field for the 80
nm sample (green curve) is ascribed to the lower signal-to-noise ratio, with respect
to the other samples, due to the low PL signal. The uncertainty on the measure-
ment is 0.5 % except for the green data for which it is 2%. (b) Carrier lifetime
τ derived from the Hanle curves as a function of layer thickness. (c) Inverse of
carrier lifetime as a function of the linear dislocation density (see Tab. 4). The
gray line is a linear fit, whose slope provides an estimate for the recombination
velocity at the defects of (1.77 ± 0.03) × 105 cm/s. The error bars are within the
size of the symbols.
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in Fig. 45b. Here a linear reduction is clearly visible, an effect that is similar to

strained III-V heterostructures [232].

To shine some light on the observed behaviour, we elaborate further on the

kinetics that occurs in the presence of an increasing number of extended defects

that can act as carrier sinks. At first, we notice that there can be recombination at

the free surface. However, this contribution must be excluded as it has the same

weight for all the samples. Then, we can consider a variation in the native ox-

ide due to the lattice relaxation. However the latter is too small to give rise to

any sizeable effect. Additionally, no effect can arise from a non-homogeneous

photogeneration of carriers, since the laser penetration depth and the carrier diffu-

sion guarantee that photogenerated carriers always distribute throughout the full

thickness of the epitaxial layers [233, 234]. Finally, the number of threading dis-

locations that originates at the buried Ge/Si interface and pierce through the layers

emerging at the top free surface is expected to be similar in all four samples. Fol-

lowing these considerations, the changes of the non-radiative lifetime observed in

Fig. 45b can be primarily ascribed to the emergence of recombination centres at

the defective Ge1−xSnx /Ge interface.

For the recombination at the defects, the following model can be applied. Ac-

cording to Shockley-Read-Hall statistics, it is possible to define a recombination

efficiency σ = 1/δτ that describes the capture of minority carriers within the

dislocations as a cause of strain and Coulomb potentials. This describes the prob-

ability that, within a mean lifetime, a photogenerated carrier sinks into one dis-

location. The comparison between the experimentally accessible values of the

carrier lifetime and the available dislocation sites gives an estimation of the pro-

cess efficiency. By plotting the measured carrier recombination rate, obtained as

the inverse of the carrier lifetime from Hanle curves, versus the linear dislocation

density, obtained from the TEM analysis, we can unveil the recombination veloc-

ity. A notably linear dependence is indeed visible in Fig. 45c. This finding is

in line with what observed in Si and Ge by Kurtz et al. [235, 236]. A linear fit

(gray line) is superimposed to the data and the extracted slope gives an estimation
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Recombination velocity Reference
(cm/s)

Si/Ge interface 4000 [237]
9750 [240]

Ge/SiO2 interface 14500 [240]
iGe 85000 [239]

nGe/iGe interface 66000 [239]
iGe/GOI interface 49000 [239]

Si wafers 4000 [241]
80-5000 a [242]

SOI wafers 500-1800 [243]
Si1−xGex 300-4000 b [237]

Ge0.92Sn0.08 177000 this work
a depending on the surface passivation process

b depending on the Si1−xGex layer thicknesses and the Ge contents

Table 5: Survey of the recombination velocity for different materials.

of the recombination velocity at dislocations of (1.77 ± 0.03)×105 cm/s. When

comparing this value with other group IV materials (see Table 5 and Fig. 46), our

recombination velocity is larger by approximately 2 orders of magnitude in the

case of dislocated Si-rich Si1−xGex/Si heterointerfaces [237, 238] and between 2

to 10 times for Si-Ge interfaces [239, 240]. This ultimately tells us that the car-

rier dynamics in strained Ge1−xSnx/Ge heterostructures is limited by the crystal

quality.
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Figure 46: Recombination velocity from Table 5 versus year of published result.
In the square bracket we report the reference from which we took the data. The
rectangles represents a range of values. The error bars are within the size of the
symbols.
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Figure 47: Schematic cross section of the modulation-doped Ge0.91Sn0.09/Ge QW
samples. From left to right we can observe samples S-20, S-100 and S-150, where
the only changing parameter is the Ge spacer thickness.

10.2 p-type modulation-doped Ge0.91Sn0.09 quantum well

Three modulation-doped Ge0.91Sn0.09 QW samples have been grown. A 1.1 µm

relaxed Ge buffer is deposited on a Si (001) substrate, then followed by 10 nm

of B doped Ge layer (1.2×1018 cm−3). Then, a single Ge0.91Sn0.09 QW is grown

sandwitched between a Ge barrier, namely a spacer, of variable thickness and a

topmost 50 nm Ge cap as shown in Fig. 47. The spacer has the function of vary-

ing the distance between the dopants and the well, thus offering a way to tune

the electric field generated inside the material. On each sample we pattern Hall

bars with different channel width via optical lithography (using the Heidelberg

Instrument µPG 101 laser writer), followed by wet chemical etching (with a solu-

tion of H2O2 : HCl : H2O in ratio 1:1:20). Thicknesses are extracted from XRD

measurements, shown in Fig. 48.

10.2.1 Magnetotransport measurement

A magnetotransport characterization is made on our sample by a combination of

resistivity and Hall effect measurements in the temperature range of 0.3 – 4 K.

For this we fabricate a dedicate set of smaller Hall bars, used only for transport

measurements, with a 600-µm-long and 30-µm-wide main channel. An optical

image of a device is shown for S-20 in Fig. 49a.
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Figure 48: High-resolution XRD ω − 2θ scan of Ge1−xSnx QW of samples S-20
(red), S-100 (blue) and S-150 (green). The interference pattern of the peak at
approximately 32.2° indicates that the Ge1−xSnx layer is fully strained.
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Figure 49: (a) Optical image of the device used for magneto-transport measure-
ment. (b) Magnetotransport results for the sample S-20 at 300 mK, showing the
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and the plateaus in the Hall resistance: fingerprint
of two-dimensional hole gas formation. The oscillations are found in the whole
temperature range of 0.3 – 4 K (inset). The measurements are obtained by a com-
bination of resistivity and Hall effect measurements by sourcing 500 nA along the
main channel and sweeping the magnetic field from -12 to +12 T.
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Clear Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are visible in the whole temperature

range between 0.3 and 4 K (Fig. 49b and inset), confirming the formation of a

2DHG in the QW. Published results on similar structures suggest that oscillations

are present up to 5 K [142] and from the clear visible pattern we speculate that the

disappearance of the 2DHG may happen at even higher temperatures. At 1.95 T a

second oscillation arises in the curve ascribed to the Zeeman spin splitting of HH

states [142].

By restricting to the 0 - 2 T range, that is before the appearance of the second

frequency, we can evaluate the two-dimensional density of carriers present in the

well. The separation between two maxima in the 1/B plot is given by:

∆

(
1
B

)
=

2 e
n h

(55)

where e is the electron charge, n the two-dimensional carrier density and h is the

Plank constant. From this we obtain n = 4.2×1011 cm−2, which is in line with

results reported in Ref. [142].

Magnetotransport analysis is used here as a proof of the formation of the

2DHG, while the main focus of this study is to address emergent spin-orbit phe-

nomena using optical methods. Interestingly this system has not been studied

deeply; indeed, so far, the only available data in literature on Ge1−xSnx/Ge QW

are transport measurements [142] and PL data for LED application in the infrared

[244], while the only published result on the interplay between the strain and the

SOC is reported in Ref. [36].

10.2.2 Electrical characterization

From now on we focus on the data obtained by measuring the device bonded in

Fig. 50. Here we fabricated a dedicated Hall bar structures with a 4-mm-long and

200-µm-wide main channel. The need for a dedicated device to perform this kind

of measurements is due to the fact that the optical measurements performed are

made using an exciting laser with a spot diameter of 50 µm, thus a channel width
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Figure 50: Optical image of the Hall bars for optical investigation fabricated on
the sample S-20.

larger than the spot size is required.

An I-V measurement at 4 K in dark condition is taken by measuring this device

along the main channel. The I-V is reported in the inset of Fig. 51 for the case of

sample S-20. The linear response at low temperature demonstrates a good ohmic

contact of the device and allows the evaluation of the resistance, which is reported

in the inset as well. For results of samples S-100 and S-150 see Appendix C.

The I-V characteristic is also measured under illumination by carefully posi-

tioning the laser spot completely on the mesa. In this case the laser spot is moved

along the main channel in the range -1.9 to +1.9 mm with respect to the centre of

the bar (see the red line in Fig. 51a) and for each position we record an I-V trace.

The resulting data are reported in Fig. 51b. An overall increased value of the

current is found, which is in line with the additional contribution originating from

the photogenerated carriers. The loss of the linearity in the response is ascribed
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Figure 51: (a) Optical image of one device of sample S-20 that has been wire
bonded for electrical measurements. (b) I-V characteristics under illumination at
3.4 kW/cm2 of device in (a). The laser spot is moved along the channel from one
contact to the other. Laser spot is 50 µm in diameter and the excitation energy is
1.16 eV.
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to the local heating that likely perturbed the overall potential through Seebeck ef-

fect causing the observed bending. The I-V characteristic under illumination of

samples S-100 and S-150 are presented in Appendix C.

Photocurrent (PC) is then analyzed while shining the laser along the channel.

As a reference, in Fig. 52 we report the signal measured for the sample S-20. In

Fig. 52a we show the PC measured at zero-bias at room temperature for different

illumination conditions. We can see that the PC has opposite direction in prox-

imity of the two contacts while at the centre of the channel the measured current

is null since carriers equally drift in opposite directions. By lowering the laser

pump by two orders of magnitude we observe a marked reduction and flatten-

ing of the signal along the Hall bar, further corroborating the presence of thermal

contribution. We then compare the PC measured at RT and at 4 K (see Fig. 52b)

and we find out that at cryogenic temperature the magnitude is reduced due to the

suppression of the thermally activated population.

10.2.3 Optical characterization

In Fig. 53a we show the PL measurement conducted in a temperature range of

4-250 K. Two major features can be observed at different temperatures. From 4 to

125 K the spectrum is dominated by one peak that is located at 0.60 eV. This peak

redshifts by approximately 10 meV from 0.60 to 0.59 eV at 150 K. According to

what described in Ch. 7.2, the QW is under compressive strain due to the higher

lattice parameter of Ge1−xSnx alloy with respect to the Ge barrier. As in the case of

the epilayers discussed in Ch. 10.1, this ensures that despite the high Sn content

the material possesses an indirect bandgap. Thus, this peak is attributed to the

indirect bandgap recombination transition cL1-HH1.

From 150 K the, the emergence of a second peak at approximately 0.62 eV

must be taken into account. However the higher magnitude of the cL1-HH1 peak

at such temperature does not allow for a precise evaluation of the position of this

second component. It is only from 175 K that the indirect transition loses spectral

weight in favour of this second feature. The asymmetry of the PL emission from
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Figure 52: (a) Photocurrent measured while moving the laser spot along the main
channel of sample S-20. Data at different power densities are shown at room
temperature. (b) Comparison between photocurrent measured at 300 and at 4 K
under an illumination of 3.40 kW/cm2 from a 1.16 eV laser with a diameter spot
of 50 µm. The dashed lines represent the position of the electric contacts. Error
bars are within the size of the symbols.
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50 to 250 K is likely to be originating from this second contribution. A colour-

coded map of the evolution of the PL spectra is shown in Fig. 53c. We can

clearly see the loss of intensity and the redshift of the cL1-HH1 peak as well as

the emergence of the second peak.

In Fig. 53b we report the position of the maximum of the PL spectrum as a

function of temperature showing that both peaks undergo a redshift, accordingly

to Varshni’s law. The origin of the second peak can be ascribed to the thermal ac-

tivation of direct bandgap transitions (cΓ1-HH1) due to carriers that have acquired

enough kinetic energy to be scattered back to the Γ-valley and recombine there in.

In our interpretation we excluded the attribution to recombination from localized

states (see for example Refs. [245]) for the following reasons. Our results are in

line with previously reported literature results on similar systems (see Supporting

Information of Ref. [246]), where this effect was attributed to the activation of

the direct transition. Additionally the systems that showed this s-like behaviour,

which typically are III-V alloys, had their emission accompanied by a reduction

of the FWHM [247], while we do not observe such effect. Finally, the multival-

ley bandstructure of Ge0.91Sn0.09, in which Γ and L valleys are in close proximity

(see Chs. 6 and 7), suggests that the direct transition can play an important role.

Despite our considerations are not thoroughly conclusive, they point towards a

dominant effect from the Γ levels compared to the localized states.

We observe a global increase of the energy position of the cL1-HH1 peak as

the spacer thickness is reduced. We attribute this to a space filling effect arising in

confined systems, which is a further verification by optical means of the formation

of the 2DHG. The distance of the modulation doping layer changes the density

of holes that end up in the QW, filling the lowest energy states. Therefore, the

photogenerated carriers occupy higher energy levels, inducing a blueshift in the

PL.

An additional investigation is carried on by varying the laser power density.

The PL spectra are shown in Fig. 54a (for samples S-100 and S-150 see Appendix

C). We observe a monotonic increase in the emission intensity as more carriers
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Figure 53: (a) PL spectra in the temperature range from 4 to 250 K of sample
S-20. The excitation is fixed at a power density of 3.40 kW/cm2 with a 50 µm
spot diameter and a photon energy of 1.16 eV. At low temperatures the main peak
is ascribed to the indirect recombination, while for T > 150 K the emergence of a
second feature at higher energy can be observed. Possibly this peak comes from
the direct transition. (b) Peak position as a function of the temperature for the
three samples. Full mark are the peak positions of the indirect transitions while,
open marks are the positions extracted for the higher energy peak. (c) Colour-
coded PL intensity map as a function of the emission energy over the investigated
temperature range.
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are photogenerated. The PL efficiency of a QW can be in general described by the

relation [248–250]:

IPL = ηIα0 (56)

where IPL is the integrated intensity and Iα0 is the excitation power density of the

laser. The exponent α depends on the recombination process and is expected to be

close to 1 for exciton recombination and around 2 in the case of pure free-carrier

recombination [248–250]. The coefficient η is related to the PL efficiency in the

QW and includes several effects as absorption, capture, ionization and recombina-

tion of excitons, as well as sample geometry. In Fig. 54b we report the integrated

intensity of all samples as a function of the pump power in a double-log scale.

It can be seen that the integrated PL intensity increases linearly by rising the ex-

citation power density and thus can be fitted with Eq. 56. The exponent α can

be extracted from the fit as the angular coefficient of the line and we obtain α1 =

1.22, α2 = 1.39, and α3 = 1.35. for samples S-20, S-100 and S-150, respectively.

In QW the optical recombination is known to be dominated by exciton contri-

bution at low temperature, thus α is expected to be approximately unitary [248].

In all our samples we find α > 1, indicating that free electron-hole pairs can play

also a role in the optical recombination process.

Interestingly, a blueshift of the PL peak is observed with increasing the pump

density, as shown in Fig. 54c. Since the thermal heating from the laser source

would cause an opposite effect, this feature suggests the presence of space filling.

This effect is reported in literature to be found in QW with type-II band alignment

(see Ch. 7.1) [251–253]. This is due to the fact that in such heterostructures

the electrons are localized in the barrier while the holes are located in the well,

or viceversa, causing a band bending at both sides of the interface [252]. These

two species are accumulated in a narrow region close to the interface where they

can recombine. By increasing the optical generation we fill up the lowest states

causing the recombination to occur at higher energy and blueshifting the spectra.

For the case of a type-II band alignment, the steady-state density of electrons

(nw) and holes (pw) generated in a well by an incident photon flux (I) are related
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Figure 54: (a) PL spectra of sample S-20 at 4 K under varying excitation power
density of a 1.16 eV laser having a spot diameter of 50 µm. (b) Integrated intensity
and (c) peak position as a function of the power density for the three samples.
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by the equation [251, 254–257]:

nw pw = n2
w =

αAIL2

γ
(57)

where αA is the absorption coefficient, L is the sum of the well and the barrier

thicknesses and γ is the radiative recombination coefficient. If we suppose that

holes are confined in the well while electrons find their minimum level in the

barrier, we have that in that case a dipole is formed which produces a triangular

well and has an electric field::

ε =
2πenw

ϵ0
∝
√

I (58)

In this case the ground state is given by:

E0 = const ε2/3 =

(
9π
8

2πe2

ϵ0

)2/3 (
ℏ

2me

αAL2

γ

)1/3

I1/3 (59)

The electron quantization energy is therefore expected to shift proportionally to

the third root of the excitation density. We thus plot the peak position as a function

of the third root of the illumination power density in Fig. 54c. A linear response

is visible, which strongly supports the above description. This is an interesting

result as in literature there are theoretical works that predict both type-I [139, 141,

142] and type-II [143] band alignment for L states but a clear experimental proof

can not be found. Here we give an experimental result that provide evidence of a

type-II band alignment.

To gather access to the fundamental spin properties of 2DHG in Ge0.91Sn0.09

QW for spintronics application, we exploit optical spin orientation by illuminat-

ing with a circularly polarized laser (E = 1.16 eV). In the inset of Fig. 55a we plot

the σ+ (black line) and σ− (red line) spectra for the sample S-20, showing the dif-

ferent PL intensity for the two configurations. When comparing our results with

what observed in Si by Jonker et al. in Ref. [258], we notice that the polarization
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Figure 55: (a) Degree of circular polarization as a function of the temperature
measured at the maximum of the emission with a power density of illumination
of 3.40 kW/cm2. The inset shows an example of σ+ (black line) and σ− (red line)
emission of sample S-20 at 4 K. (b) Degree of circular polarization as a function
of power density of the illumination measured at 4 K. (c) Hanle curves for all the
three samples under an illumination of 3.40 kW/cm2. The inset reports the Hanle
curves of sample S-20 in a restricted region of the magnetic field under 0.85 and
6.80 kW/cm2. The uncertainty of the ρcirc data is 0.5 %. (d) Carrier lifetime
(τ) at 10 K extracted from Hanle curves. Different illumination conditions are
reported. For all the measurements the excitation is performed with a right-handed
circularly polarized laser with photon energy of 1.16 eV and a spot diameter of 50
µm.
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obtained in our sample by optical means is 3 to 4 times stronger than in Si, despite

the absence of a magnetic field to orient the spin [258]. This confirms that our

QW system has can be exploited for spintronics application. In Fig. 55a we report

the ρcirc measured at the maximum of the spectrum under an illumination power

density of 3.40 kW/cm2 in the temperature range of 0 – 150 K. In the whole tem-

perature range the polarization of sample S-20 is lower than the other two. This is

ascribed to the electric field modulation due to the different spacer thickness. By

varying the spacer thickness, the distance between the ionized impurities and the

well changes with a consequent modulation of the generated electric field. The

electric field acts as a perturbation and leads to a loss of polarization when its

strength is increased. Additionally, we observe a general depolarization as the

temperature rises that can be attributed to phonon-assisted spin-relaxation phe-

nomena, such as Elliott-Yafet mechanism (see Ch. 5). This mechanism becomes

dominant in high temperature regime and can completely wash out of the polar-

ization. Due to the disappearance of the PL peak at temperatures higher than 150

K (see Fig. 53a), we are unable to fully map this trend up to room temperature.

In Fig. 55b we report the circular polarization degree as a function of the

power density of the excitation extracted at 4 K. Overall S-20 shows a lower ρcirc

that is consistent with the effect of the electric field described above. All samples

show a reduction of the ρcirc as the power density is increased. The increased

overlap of the electron-hole wavefunctions, caused by the increased number of

electron-hole pairs optically generated and confined in the active region, leads to

a stronger exchange interaction that cause the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism (see

Ch. 5).

As seen for the case of Ge1−xSnx epilayers (Ch. 10.1) the Hanle effect can

be successfully applied to Ge1−xSnx systems to investigate the spin lifetime. In

the following we extend this magneto-optics technique also to the case of 2DHG

system. The Lorentzian shape of the Hanle curves can be seen in Fig. 55c for all

three samples under the excitation of 3.40 kW/cm2.

We notice that a weak magnetic field of approximately 20 mT is sufficient
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to completely wash out the polarization. As shown in the inset of Fig. 55c for

the two extremal cases, by changing the illumination condition from 0.85 to 6.80

kW/cm2 we observe an increase in the FWHM, thus suggesting a shortening of

the spin lifetime (TS ). Using the same approximations introduced in Ch. 10.1 for

the Ge1−xSnx epilayers, we can extract τ also for the 2DHG.

The results show that the spin lifetime is monotonically reduced as the power

density is increased, which can be ascribed to a stronger contribution from non-

radiative Auger recombination. In particular, the greatest effect is found for S-20

where τ is almost halved as it reduces from 1.8 down to 1 ns. These values are

higher than for the case of the epilayer samples at the same Sn content (see Ch.

10.1). This is tentatively ascribed to the type-II band alignment as electrons and

holes are spatially separated (one confined in the well, the other located in the

barrier). This reduces the probability of recombination, lengthening the lifetime.

10.2.4 Inverse spin-Hall effect

The presence of a 2DHG, due to the confinement, concomitantly to the SIA, due

to the asymmetric modulation doping, opens up the possibility to study the spin-

to-charge interconversion process (see Ch. 2.2).

At first we therefore perform a photovoltage (VT) measurement by connect-

ing the side channel of the Hall bar in series to a load resistance (RL) of 10 kΩ

while we measure the voltage drop across RL via a lock-in amplifier; no current is

sourced in the sample. The experimental geometry for this measurement is shown

in Figs. 56a and b following what suggested in Refs. [35, 62, 259]. For this part

the current generator is set to operate in open circuit.

The laser excitation, incident normally to the sample surface (z-axis) with a

power density of approximately 8 W/cm2, is chosen to have right circular polar-

ization and subsequently changed to the opposite helicity. The laser spot is moved

across the centre of the sample. The VT generated is then normalized by the

laser power (Plaser) to compensate for effects originating from the photogenerated

density and the outcome is shown in Fig. 57a. The satellite peak visible in the
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VT/Plaser graph can be ascribed to local dis-homogeneity of the sample that were

hit by the laser during the scan.

The ratio VT/Plaser shows a separation between the σ+ and the σ− curves. This

means that a charge imbalance is generated after the optical orientation, suggest-

ing the presence of a spin-dependent phenomena. From what described in Ch. 2.2,

we expect to observe a bias signal that changes sign under the excitation with σ+

and σ− due to the spin-dependent scattering processes. However, the presence of

spurious effects, such as heating-induced Seebeck effect, can introduce additional

spin-independent contributions that increase the complexity of the measurements.

To rule out these spin-independent effects we measure also the electric signal un-

der excitation of a linearly-polarized light. Indeed, linear polarization can be seen

as an equal sum of right- and left-circularly polarized light, thus generating a re-

sponse located between the signal of σ+ and σ−.

Since we are interested in observing the gap between σ+ and σ− curves, we

use the characterization of Fig. 57a to choose the position of the laser on our Hall

bar that gives the biggest separation between the two helicities. Once the laser is

set in the selected position, we perform a power dependent analysis with a zero

bias applied. We change the exciting light beam to be σ+, σ− as well as linear

polarization and the VT generated is reported in Fig. 57b.

The linear polarization (green triangles) is located between the two circular

polarization (here shown in blue squares for σ+ and in red dots for σ−), demon-

strating that the observed effect has a spin-dependent origin. We observe that the

VT increases monotonically with the pump power. For the low pump power, a

linear behavior in the log-log scale is observed, which then saturates for the two

highest power densities analyzed. We ascribe this flattening of the curve to an

increased contribution of thermal effects that reduce the efficiency of the spin-

to-charge conversion in the highest illumination regime. This is clearer by con-

sidering VT/Plaser shown in the inset of 57b. Here, we obtain an almost constant

trend in the low illumination regime, while above approximately 10 W/cm2 new

mechanisms activate that compete with the spin-dependent current.
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Figure 56: (a) Sketch of the set-up used for the ISHE measurement. The transverse
HDP (VT) is measured across the side channel by a lock-in connected to a load
resistance (RL) of 10 kΩ. (b) Optical image of the device with a representation
of the electrical connections [260]. The Hall bar is 4 mm x 200 µm. On the right
we report the equivalent circuit for the side channel where we point out that the
channel itself possesses a resistance (RS). The optical generation is accounted for
by adding a current generator.
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Figure 57: (a) Ratio between the photovoltage and the laser power as a function
of the laser spot position for sample S-20. The dashed line represents the centre
of the main channel. The excitation helicity is selected to be σ+ (blue squares)
and σ− (red dots) and the measurement is performed at 4 K under an excitation
of ∼ 8 W/cm2 with a 1.16 eV laser possessing a spot diameter of 50 µm. (b)
Photovoltage as a function of laser power density for right-handed, linear and left-
handed polarization of the pump laser. In the inset we plot the same data as panel
(b) after dividing by the illumination power. The error bars are within the size of
the symbols.
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Nevertheless, the sizeable difference of the photovoltage for the two helicities

is an appealing starting point for the investigation of the ISHE. To do this, the

circularly polarized laser shine the sample at normal incidence in a fixed position,

that is where we maximised the helicity difference. Then we connect the current

generator to the main channel (see Fig. 56a, and b) and we source a longitudinal

current. To rule out underneath contributions, we measure the helicity-dependent

photovoltage (HDP), that is the difference between VT generated under σ+ (V+T)

and σ− (V−T) excitation [259]. From Eq. 12, we have:

HDP = V+T − V−T = ΘSH ρN w jc (P+ − P−) = 2ΘSH ρN w jc P+ (60)

where ρN is the resistivity of the sample, w the Hall bar width, P+ (P−) is the carrier

spin polarization under σ+ (σ−) excitation. Here we have to use the carrier spin

polarization right after the excitation and not the one extracted after the recombi-

nation process (that is ρcirc). Since the compressive strain removes the degeneracy

between LH and HH states (see Ch. 7.2), we can use P+ = 2 ρcirc = 0.18, as can be

understood by considering the optical orientation process described in Ch. 3.

From the circuit illustrated in Fig. 56b we extract the HDP generated across

the sample (VS) as:

VS =
RS

RL
HDP (61)

where RS is the resistance measured from the side channel. An I-V characteristic

estimates RS to be approximately 210 kΩ at 4 K. The results of the VS are reported

in Fig. 58a. A clear linear dependence is observed over a wide range of the

illumination conditions, even if in the lowest regime (pink triangles) a deviation

from linearity is visible due to the smaller signal-to-noise ratio. Interestingly when

the laser power density is set to 8 W/cm2 (dark-red squares) we observe a VS of

approximately 5 mV even in absence of a longitudinal current. We ascribe this

to the small but non null contribution of Seebeck effect due to the laser-induced

thermal heating.

By performing a linear fit we extract the spin-Hall angle according to Eq. 60.
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Figure 58: (a) Helicity-dependent photovoltage measured across the sample (VS)
as a function of the sourced current along the longitudinal channel. The relation
is almost linear (see Eq. 12), thus confirming the presence of the ISHE. The
deviation from lineartiy for the lowest excitation energy is ascribed to the higher
noise-to-signal ratio as well as possibly to a weaker spin-to-charge conversion
effect. (b) Calculated spin-Hall angle as a function of power densities. The power
dependence indicate that a more efficient spin-to-charge conversion is found for
higher excitation.
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The values are reported in Fig. 58b. Here we see thatΘSH increases monotonically

with the power density going from approximately 130×10−4 to 580×10−4 when

the laser is increased by three orders of magnitude from 7×10−3 to 8 W/cm2.

By comparing our results with the reported values of ΘSH for Si and Ge in

Table 1, we observe that the extracted value for our Ge0.91Sn0.09/Ge QW is 10 to

60 times higher than in Ge, regardless of the used excitation density. This is in line

with the expected SOC-induced enhancement of spin properties of Sn with respect

to elemental Ge (see Chs. 1 and 2). Additionally, our results are approximately

two times bigger than the only available data of ΘSH, reported in Ref. [35] for the

case of Ge0.95Sn0.05 epilayer. This is possibly ascribed to the increased Sn content

as well as to the band spin-splitting induced by the presence of the SIA, which

can further enhance spin-dependent phenomena.
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11 Conclusions

Microelectronics has reached the end of the Moore’s law and is now looking for a

paradigm shift to push even further nowadays performances. Spin-optoelectronics

is a promising alternative as it merges spintronics, optoelectronics, and nanotech-

nology to exploit all their advantages to develop devices where the information is

encoded into the spin degree of freedom. This possibility is allowed via the SOC,

a fundamental quantum mechanical property that couples the spin to the momen-

tum of carriers. In this thesis we have studied SOC in heterostructures of group IV

semiconductors, which possess the interesting property of being easily integrated

in the Si fabrication processes.

We have performed polarization-resolved photoluminescence measurements

on p-i-n diodes with the intrinsic region composed of 50 type-I Ge QWs embed-

ded in Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers. A successful optical orientation has been achieved

showing a different emission intensity of co- and counter-polarized emission with

respect to the excitation for both the direct and the indirect transitions. By apply-

ing an external electric field, we have observed the QCSE for different illumina-

tion conditions.

We have exploited continuous-wave as well as time-resolved techniques to

gather access to the Rashba physics of these low-dimensional systems at differ-

ent illumination and bias conditions. Polarization-resolved photoluminescence

analysis unveils a tunable degree of circular polarization with the illumination

power density. This can be ascribed to the electrical screening of the Rashba field

thanks to the photogenerated carriers. Indeed, ρcirc increased approximately from

7 to 18 %. Our investigation is further supported by TRPL measurements per-

formed on the indirect emission, from which we find τindirect = 14 ns. A result

that is minimally affected by the illumination and the electric field. A contribu-

tion arising from defects is found in the TRPL analysis, increasing the complexity

of the kinetics. A suppression of the defect contribution is however found with

both illumination and electric field, leading to a reduction of their associated life-
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time. A reduced capture cross-section of the defects as well as the activation of

non-radiative Auger recombination are the two proposed explanations for this un-

expected behaviour. These findings constitute an all-optical study of the Rashba

physics in group IV semiconductors, leading the way towards future investiga-

tion of electrical-optical manipulation of spins in quantum technologies based on

spin-photon interfaces.

In this thesis we have also carried out investigations of Ge1−xSnx alloy. In

particular, we have introduced an effective approach for the determination of the

carrier lifetime in this narrow gap semiconductors by exploiting a steady-state

magneto-optic technique, based on the optical Hanle effect. This technique has

never been applied to group IV materials, yet it proved to be a reliable and easy

technique for the study of spin physics. The investigation is performed in co-

herently strained Ge1−xSnx with a Sn content from 0 to 10 % and we unveil a

subnanosecond lifetime. We find out that non-radiative defect-related recombina-

tions are limiting the carrier kinetics in our system. By increasing the thickness of

Ge1−xSnx layers, we are able to activate the strain relaxation in a well-controlled

way and study its consequences on the dynamics. By doing so, we demonstrate

the emergence of the parasitic non-radiative recombination associated with the

concomitant nucleation of dislocations, thus finding the shortest effective carrier

lifetime for the largest dislocation density.

Finally, the SOC of modulation-doped Ge0.91Sn0.09 single QW embedded in

Ge barriers has been investigated. The coherently grown well induces a com-

pressive strain in the system that ensures an indirect bandgap nature. This novel

heterostructure has shown the presence of a 2DHG formed within the well. Inter-

estingly, power-dependent analysis has suggested a type-II band alignment in the

L-valley despite being considered to possess a type-I band alignment from most

of the theoretical reports. A more profound investigation is thus required for this

system to obtain an experimental confirmation and solve this question.

Specifically, three samples have been studied with a different spacer layer. A

successful optical orientation has shown a ρcirc in the range of 10 - 14 % for all
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samples. The Hanle-effect-based technique has been exploited to gather access to

the carrier lifetime. A monotonic reduction of τ with the increasing illumination

power density has been observed, which is in the range of 1 - 2 ns. Ultimately

we have patterned a Hall bar device on each sample and we studied the inverse

spin-Hall effect in this alloy. The spin-Hall angle has been extracted for different

power densities of the illumination and has been found that ΘSH increases with

the excitation pump becoming 30 times bigger than that of Ge in the investigated

range [71, 72]. These findings show that Ge1−xSnx heterostructures are a promis-

ing system for spin-optoelectronics applications.

In conclusion, this thesis is devoted to an all-optical investigation of SOC in

heterostructures of group IV materials. The results obtained here are a step for-

ward in the investigation of spin dynamics of electrons in group IV and pave

the way to future exploration of electrical-optical manipulation of spin in quan-

tum technologies based on spin-photon interaction. The spin manipulation as

well as the generation of pure spin currents have important implications in the

development of spintronics devices such as spin LEDs, spin interconnects, spin-

transistors, spin probing devices and spin-based memories [261–263]. For exam-

ple, in Fig. 59a after the injection of a pure spin current a gate voltage would

manipulate the spin and select the on/off state of the node [262]. This, when con-

sidered in a more complex architecture (Fig. 59b), opens the possibility to perform

spin-based logic operations [261].
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Figure 59: (a) A Y-shaped spin-current demultiplexer with gate voltages VG for
voltage control of pure spin currents. (b) Simple schematic of a more complex
platform that enables logic operations [261, 262].
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Figure 60: Sketch of the experimental set-up used for the polarization-resolved
continuous-wave PL measurements.

Appendix A Appendix A

This appendix is devoted to the description of the experimental set-up used in this

thesis.

A.1 Continuous-wave PL set-up

In Fig. 60 we report a schematic drawing of the experimental set-up used for

the polarization-resolved CWPL measurements. The light source is a linearly

polarized CW Nd:YVO4 laser emitting at 1064 nm (1.16 eV). The nominal power

can be adjusted from few mW to 500 mW, whereas the effective power is measured

by a power meter in proximity of the achromatic doublet. The exciting beam is

filtered through two 1064 nm band-pass filters and a 850 nm long-pass filter. It

passes through a half waveplate (λ/2) and a quarter waveplate (λ/4). This optical

path allows us to control the circular polarization of the beam.
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The laser is then directed on the sample by a 3 mm diameter silver mirror,

mounted on a 5 cm diameter gimball support. This allows the measurements to

be performed in backscattering configuration, that is, the direction of the lumines-

cence detection is the same of the excitation and in our case it is also perpendicular

to the sample surface. The laser light is focused on the sample surface by means

of a 1-inch-diameter achromatic doublet with 100 mm focal length.

To observe the position of the beam onto the sample a flipping mirror is

mounted on the optical path and is coupled to a lamp source and a camera.

The sample is mounted in a cryostat cooled by a closed cycle helium refrig-

erator (Oxford Optistat AC-V12) that can reach a base temperature of 4 K. The

mounting process is performed by first gluing the sample on a copper plate via

silver paste and then onto the cold finger of the cryostat via a heat sink paste; this

ensures the sample a better heat dissipation. Vacuum is obtained by means of a

set of pumps (HiCube Classic, produced by Pfeiffer Vacuum): a rotatory pump for

the low vacuum regime combined with a turbomolecular pump to reach the base

pressure of about 10−6 mbar.

The PL signal is collected by the doublet and sent to the analyzer, consist-

ing of a rotating λ/4 waveplate followed by a linear polarizer. The waveplate is

controlled by a software and can be coupled to the detection system to measure

the intensity at different angles. Two 1064 nm razor edge filters reject the laser

light that is reflected from the optics and the surface of the sample. The PL sig-

nal is coupled into a spectrograph. The monochromator is an HORIBA iHR320

equipped with 3 diffraction gratings. In this work, only the 150 lines/mm groove

density with blaze at 2000 nm is used, whose spectral efficiency is shown in Fig.

61.

The dispersed light can be directed towards two different detectors that can be

selected by means of a movable mirror. The choice is between:

• A liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs multi channel detector (model Horiba

Symphony II with 512 pixels) with a cut-off energy at approximately 0.77

eV. The quantum efficiency is shown in Fig. 62a.
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Figure 61: Quantum efficiency of the 150 lines/mm holographic diffraction grat-
ing. Blaze is at 2 µm.

• A liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs single channel detector (DSSIGA 2.2 LN

sold by Horiba Jobin Yvon) with a cut-off energy at approximately 0.52

eV. The quantum efficiency is shown in Fig. 62b. The output signal of the

detector is filtered by means of a SR510 Stanford lock-in amplifier.

A.2 Time-resolved PL set-up

To perform time-resolved measurements we used the set-up depicted in Fig. 63.

The excitation source is a 1.165 eV (1064 nm) DTL-324QT Nd:YAG Q-switch

pulsed laser (Laser-Export) set to a repetition rate of 10 kHz with an average

power density of 6.8 kW/cm2. For the selected frequency the pulse width is ap-

proximately 11 ns as shown in Fig. 64. The optical path is the same as for CWPL

so the reader can refer to Ch. A.1 for the complete explanation.
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Figure 62: (a) Quantum efficiency of the InGaAs multi channel detector [264]. (b)
Responsivity of the InGaAs single channel DSSIGA2.2 LN as a function of the
wavelength.

Figure 63: Sketch of the experimental set-up used for polarization resolved time-
resolved PL measurements.
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Figure 64: Laser pulse profile (black line) and Gaussian fit (red dashed line). The
FWHM obtained from the fit is 11 ns.

Figure 65: Quantum efficiency of the photocatode as given by the producer [265].
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To detect the signal, the light is sent to a liquid nitrogen cooled Hamamatsu

R5509-73 PMT, with a cut-off energy at about 0.77 eV and a quantum efficiency

shown in Fig. 65. The signal is recorded by a FAST ComTec P7888-1(E) multi-

stop acquisition board, working in single photon counting mode. The maximum

time resolution offered by the instrument is 1 ns. The signal is displayed by means

of an oscilloscope, and a trigger coming from the laser provides the start of the

acquisition.

A.3 Photocurrent measurements

During the discussion of the p-i-n diode samples, we showed the spectral respon-

sivity of a device (see Fig. 35a). Such measurement requires a small variation

of the CWPL set-up where the excitation is switched to a SuperK EVO laser pro-

duced by NKT Photonics: a supercontinuum fiber laser able to emit a coherent

radiation with spectral coverage from 900 to 2000 nm with an integrated output

power greater than 3 W and a pulse repetition rate of 20 MHz. The SuperK EVO

is then connected to a tunable wavelength filter, the SuperK Select, which allows

to select the emission wavelength from the broad emission spectrum.

The laser is introduced along the optical path and shone on the sample after

being filtered. The photocurrent is recorded by modulating the excitation and

exploiting a lock-in while the power output for each wavelength is measured with

a power meter.

A.4 Magnetic field characterization

To perform magneto-optic measurements such as Hanle effect (Ch. 4), we apply

a magnetic field perpendicularly to the surface sample and therefore to the optical

path as well. The magnetic field is generated via two sets of permanent cylindrical

magnets that are placed within a supporting system that runs on a graduated rail

(see Fig. 66a). This allows for a precise characterization of the magnetic field

intensity. In Fig. 66b (66c) it is reported the magnetic field intensity as a function
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of the distance between the Nd-based (Ferrite-based) magnets, whose diameter is

2 (6) cm. The uniformity of the magnetic field is ensured by the fact that the laser

spot on the sample is much smaller than the magnets size (50 µm of the laser spot

compared to few cm of the magnets).
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Figure 66: (a) Schematic of the application of the magnetic field in our set-up.
(b) Magnetic field intensity as a function of the distance between the permanent
magnets made of Neodymium and (c) Ferrite. The error bars are within the size
of the symbols.
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Appendix B Appendix B

This appendix is devoted to the description of the technique exploited throughout

this thesis for the study of the PL polarization, namely Stokes analysis.

B.1 Stokes analysis

If we consider a polarized light beam propagating along the z axis, the electric

field can be described by two oscillating signals with period T:

Ex(r, t) = E0x cos(ωt + k · z + δx) (62)

Ey(r, t) = E0y cos(ωt + k · z + δy) (63)

where E0x and E0y are the maximum amplitudes, ω = 2π
T , k = 2π

λ
and δx and δy are

the arbitrary phase of the two components.

From Eqs. 62 and 63 we can describe the optical wave by means of an ellipse

[266]:
Ex(z, t)2

E2
0x

+
Ey(z, t)2

E2
0y

− 2
Ex(z, t)Ey(z, t)

E0xE0y
cosδ = sin2δ (64)

where we have defined δ = δy − δx. Among all possible polarized states there

are few that possess particular combinations of amplitude and phase that can be

considered as degenerate states. Here we list them:

• linearly horizontal (vertical) polarized light: if E0y = 0 (E0x = 0),

• linear +45◦ (−45◦) polarized light: if E0x = E0y and δ = 0 (δ = π),

• right (left) circularly polarized light: if E0x = E0y and δ = π
2 (δ = -π2 )

these states can be obtained in laboratories by using linear polarizers, half-

waveplates and quarter-waveplates and find vast applications in experimental mea-

surements. For example, we have already seen in Ch. 3 that circularly polarized

light is fundamental for achieving optical spin orientation in semiconductors.
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A complete description of the polarization can be obtained by measurable

quantities known as Stokes parameters [267, 268]. These read as:

S 0 = E2
0x + E2

0y (65)

S 1 = E2
0x − E2

0y (66)

S 2 = 2E0xE0y cos δ (67)

S 3 = 2E0xE0y sin δ (68)

and satisfy the following relation:

S 2
0 = S 2

1 + S 2
2 + S 2

3 (69)

The first parameter S 0 describes the total intensity of the beam; the second param-

eter S 1 describes the preponderance of horizontal over vertical polarization light;

the third parameter S 2 describes the preponderance of linear +45◦ over −45◦ polar-

ized light and the last S 3 describes the preponderance of right over left circularly

polarized light.

The degree of polarization can be defined as:

ρtot =
Ipol

Itot
=

√
S 2

1 + S 2
2 + S 2

3

S 0
(70)

where Ipol represents the sum of all possible contribution that yield a polarized

light while Itot is the total intensity.

Partially polarized light can be considered as a superposition of unpolarized

and completely polarized light. In this case Eq. 69 becomes:

S 2
0 > S 2

1 + S 2
2 + S 2

3 (71)

So far we have excluded unpolarized beam, i.e., when the electric field ran-
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domly oscillates over time. In this case the above polarization description can not

be used.

In this thesis the Stokes analysis is exploited by performing a complete char-

acterization of the PL polarization. The measurement of the Stokes parameter is

made by using a rotating quarter-waveplate followed by a fixed linear polarizer.

In this configuration the PL intensity is given by [266]:

I(θ) =
1
2

(A + B sin 2θ +C cos 4θ + D sin 4θ) (72)

where θ is the angle of the waveplate with respect to the polarizer and:

A = S 0 +
S 1

2
, B = S 3, C =

S 1

2
, D =

S 2

2
(73)

By fitting the data taken over 360◦ with Eq. 72 by using a least squares procedure,

it is possible to extract the Sokes paramenter and obtain information on the polar-

ization of the light. In particular, in our analysis we are interested in the degree of

circular polarization that, similarly to Eq. 70, is defined as:

ρcirc =
S 3

S 0
(74)

In our measurement a positive (negative) value of ρcirc means a co-polarized (counter-

polarized) emission with respect of the excitation.
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Appendix C Appendix C

This appendix presents additional experimental results that are not presented in

Chs. 9 or 10.

C.1 Additional experimental results: p-i-n diodes

Figure 67: PL spectra of p-i-n diode with mesa diameter of (a) 200 µm and (b) 300
µm. The excitation is performed by a 1.165 eV laser with a power density of 3.40
kW/cm2 and a spot diameter of 50 µm. Black (red) line represents co-polarized
(counter-polarized) emission with respect to excitation.

In Figs. 67a and b we present the PL spectra of the other devices analyzed.

In particular we studied p-i-n diodes with a mesa diameter of 200 µm (panel a)

and 300 µm (panel b). Co- and counter-polarized emission with respect to σ+ ex-

citation are shown, demonstrating the successful optical spin orientation in these

devices. For both devices we found that cΓ1-HH1 is at 0.945 eV, cL1-HH1 (NP)
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is at 0.759 eV and cL1-HH1 (LA) is at 0.731 eV.

In Fig. 68a the temperature dependence of the cΓ1-HH1 transition for de-

vice with the diameter of 500µm is shown. The temperature dependence of the

bandgap can be described by the Varshni’s relation [269]:

Eg(T) = Eg(0 K) −
αT2

T + β
(75)

where α and β are constants extracted form the fit. For our devices we found

α = 6.8 · 10−4 eV/K and β = 408 K, in agreement with previous literature results

[270]. The peak position, the fitting curve and the extracted parameters are shown

in Fig. 68b. The purple square, origination from the measurement at 200 K,

shows a significant deviation from the fit. This is ascribed to the weak PL signal

that makes more complicated the correct positioning of the peak.

In Fig. 68c we report the peak shift caused by the QCSE in the temperature

range from 4 to 125 K for the device with a diameter of 300 µm.

In Figs. 69a and b we show the PL spectra of the cΓ1-HH1 transition under

the application of an external bias for devices with 200 µm and 300 µm diameter,

respectively. We observe the QCSE in both devices. In Figs. 69c and d we show

corresponding energy shift as a function of the electric field.
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Figure 68: (a) Temperature dependence of the cΓ1-HH1 transition. The curves
for 150 and 200 K have been magnified by 2.5 times for an improved visibility.
(b) Peak position in the whole temperature range is reported and the Varshni fit is
shown as a dotted black line. (c) QCSE in the temperature range from 4 to 125 K
for the device with a diameter of 300 µm. The excitation is performed by a 1.165
eV laser with a power density of 3.40 kW/cm2 and a spot diameter of 50 µm.
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Figure 69: QCSE effect for p-i-n diodes with mesa diameter of (a) 200 µm and (b)
300 µm. The excitation is performed by a 1.165 eV laser with a power density of
3.40 kW/cm2 and a spot diameter of 50 µm. Extracted peak shift for (c) 200 µm
and (d) 300 µm devices under different illumination conditions.
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Figure 70: Degree of circular polarization (ρcirc) as a function of illumination
power density at 4 K (black line) and 25 K (red line) for the device with the
diameter of 300 µm. No external bias has been applied to the device.

In Fig. 70 we show ρcirc for the device with the 300-µm-wide active region.

Two temperatures have been studied at no applied bias. We find that the behavior

is similar for both 4 K and 25 K. The increment of the pump power results in a

first upsurge of ρcirc, which almost doubles its value from ∼14 % at 0.25 kW/cm2

up to ∼ 25 % at 3.40 kW/cm2. This is then followed by a weak loss of polarization

for power densities higher than 3.40 kW/cm2. This last effect is ascribed to the

activation of spin-relaxation mechanism due to electron-hole exchange interaction

[25], namely Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism, as well as a laser-induced thermal

heating of the sample.

When comparing these results with the data shown in Fig. 37a we observe

the same trend of the ρcirc but the maximum value found in the 300 µm device is

higher than the one shown previously (25 % compared to 18 %). This is ascribed
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to the presence of defects in the device with a diameter of 500 µm that affect neg-

atively the polarization. We expect the maximum value of ρcirc to approach that of

structurally symmetric p-i-n diodes. This is due to the fact that by screening the

built-in potential with optical generation (as described in Ch. 9) we suppress the

Rashba field and consequently any spin relaxation deriving from it. This situation

is equivalent to a device where the Rashba field is not present, that is a structurally

symmetric device. In 5-nm-thick Ge QW embedded in 10-nm-thick Si0.15Ge0.85

barriers with a symmetric structure, it was found a polarization of the direct emis-

sion of ∼35 % [208]. The upsurge observed with the laser illumination brings the

polarization closer to the reported value in Ref. [208] even if a perfect match is

not found. A deeper investigation may bring light to this discrepancy.

In Figs. 71a and b we report the decay curves of co- and counter-polarized

emission with respect of excitation for devices with 200 µm and 300 µm, respec-

tively. In the inset we report the carrier lifetimes. For both devices we observe

that for the highest power density the long decay is suppressed while the first part

after the excitation is unaffected. This finds a confirmation in the carrier lifetime

as the τindirect is found to be approximately 13 ns indipendently from the power

density and the device size. τdefects on the contrary is approximately halved when

we go from the lowest to the highest illumination regime. In particular, for the

device with the mesa diameter of 200 µm (300 µm) we find that τdefects goes from

∼100 ns (150 ns) down to ∼50 ns (75 ns).
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Figure 71: (a) Co- and counter-polarized decay curves measured at 0.758 eV
(1636 nm) at null external bias for the p-i-n diode with the diameter of 200 µm.
Different power densities of the excitation are reported. In the inset: carrier life-
times of indirect and defects transitions obtained from double exponential fits per-
formed on the average of co- and counter-polarization curves. (b) Same as in (a)
for the device with 300 µm in diameter. (c) Co-polarized decay curve for a differ-
ent field applied under an illumination of 0.50 kW/cm2. (d) Decay curves of ρcirc

extracted for each power density.

C.2 Additional experimental results: Ge1−xSnx epilayer

In Fig. 72 we present the results from the Stokes analysis of the Ge0.94Sn0.06

epilayer sample. In the lower panel a color coded map of the PL intensity profile

described by Eq. 72 for different magnetic field from 0 to 110 mT. In the upper

panel we show the comparison between the Stokes curve at no field (blue curve)

and the one at 90.4 mT (red curve). The variation in the curve induces a different

value of ρcirc. Here ρcirc changes from 10 % at 0 mT to roughly 0 % at 90.4 mT.
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Figure 72: Color coded map of a Hanle curve measurement of sample S-20. In
the upper panel an example of Stokes analysis where we show the intensity profile
of the PL over a full turn of the analyzing quarter waveplate (see Appendix B for
details of Stokes analysis).

C.3 Additional experimental results: Ge1−xSnx QW

In Figs. 73a and b we present the results from the electrical characterization of

sample S-100 and S-150, respectively. The photocurrent is taken by shining the

laser along the main channel (see Fig. 51 for reference positions on the channel).

In each inset we show the I-V curve at dark condition and the extracted resistance.

The asymmetry between positive and negative bias of the I-V in Fig. 73b is likely

to be done to a non-perfectly symmetric electrical contacts.
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Figure 73: I-V characteristics under illumination at 3.4 kW/cm2 for sample (a)
S-100 and (b) S-150. The laser spot is moved along the channel from one contact
to the other. Laser spot is 50 µm in diameter and the excitation energy is 1.16 eV.
The insets show the I-V at dark of each sample and the extracted resistance R.

In Figs. 74a and b we show the PL spectra of sample S-100 and S-150, re-

spectively, in a temperature range that goes from 4 to 225 K under an illumination

power density of 3.40 kW/cm2. The presence of a second peak at higher energy,

located approximately at 0.62 eV, is found also for these samples for temperature

above 150 K .

In Figs. 74c and d we report the PL spectra of sample S-100 and S-150,

respectively, for different illumination conditions.
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Figure 74: PL spectra in the range from 4 to 225 K of sample (a) S-100 and (b)
S-150. The excitation light is fixed at a power density of 3.40 kW/cm2 with a 50
µm spot diameter and a photon energy of 1.16 eV. PL spectra of sample (c) S-100
and (d) S-150 at 4 K under a varying power density of illumination.
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Appendix D Appendix D

In this appendix we report the nextnano code used in Ch. 9.3 for the simulation of

the p-i-n diode.

D.1 Nextnano simulation code

global{

temperature = 4 simulate1D{ }

crystal zb{ x hkl = [ 1, 0, 0 ] y hkl = [ 0, 1, 0 ] }

substrate{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

}

grid{

xgrid{

line{ pos = -351 spacing = 1 }

line{ pos = -350 spacing = 1 }

line{ pos = -251 spacing = 1 }

line{ pos = -250.1 spacing = 1 }

line{ pos = -250 spacing = 0.1 }

line{ pos = 2223 spacing = 0.1 }

line{ pos = 2223.1 spacing = 1 }

line{ pos = 2224 spacing = 1 }

line{ pos = 2423 spacing = 1 }

line{ pos = 2424 spacing = 1 }

}

}

structure{

output region index{ boxes = ”no” }

output material index{ boxes = ”no” }
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output alloy composition{ boxes = ”no” }

region{

everywhere{ }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

}

region{

line{ x = [ -351, -350 ] }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

doping{ constant{ name = ”n-type” conc = 2e+19 } }

contact{ name = ”left contact” }

}

region{

line{ x = [ -350, -250 ] }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

doping{ constant{ name = ”n-type” conc = 2e+19 } }

}

region{

line{ x = [ -250, 0 ] }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

}

region{

array x{ shift = 40 max = 50 }

line{ x = [ 0, 23 ] }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.85 }

}

region{

array x{ shift = 40 max = 49 }

line{ x = [ 23, 40 ] }

binary{ name = ”Ge” }

}
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region{

line{ x = [ 2023, 2223 ] }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

}

region{

line{ x = [ 2223, 2423 ] }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

doping{ constant{ name = ”p-type” conc = 4e+19 } }

}

region{

line{ x = [ 2423, 2424 ] }

ternary constant{ name = ”Si(1-x)Ge(x)” alloy x = 0.9 }

contact{ name = ”right contact” }

doping{ constant{ name = ”p-type” conc = 4e+19 } }

}

}

impurities{

donor{ name = ”n-type” energy = 0.013 degeneracy = 2 }

acceptor{ name = ”p-type” energy = 0.011 degeneracy = 4 }

}

contacts{

ohmic{ name = ”right contact” bias = [ 0 ] }

ohmic{ name = ”left contact” bias = [ 0 ] }

}

strain{

pseudomorphic strain{ }

output strain tensor{ }
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output hydrostatic strain{ boxes = ”yes” }

}

classical{

Gamma{ }

L{ }

X{ }

HH{ }

LH{ }

SO{ }

output bandedges{ averaged = ”no” }

output bandgap{ averaged = ”no” }

}

quantum{

region{

name = ”quantum region”

x = [ 960, 1023 ]

boundary{ x = ”dirichlet” }

L{ num ev = 10 }

kp 8band{

num electrons = 15

num holes = 15

k integration{ }

lapack{ }

}

output wavefunctions{

max num = 100

amplitudes = ”no”

probabilities = ”yes”
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}

}

}

poisson{

output potential{ }

output electric field{ }

}

run{

solve strain{ }

solve quantum{ }

solve poisson{ }

outer iteration{ iterations = 50 }

}
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